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INTRODUCTION: LanÊ,uase and

Realitv

In thi6 thesis I shall consider whether it is possible to justify the
position of realism. The thesis of realism is the clain that there is a world
independent of our knowledge, and that its structure is rePresented by human

knowledge. More specifically,

it claims that each scienEific theory has its

reference which is independent of the Eheory itself.

In the history of

philosophy there were different attempts of justification

of the Êhesis, but

none of them turned out to be entirely successful.
From a methodological point of viev¡ there are three mutually exclueive ways

of dealing with the position
1. The realisr position may be treated as an unjustifiable belief which is
an indispensible condition of the existence of science. This is

undesirable for tv¡o reasons:

a. no philosopher should attempt to hold unjustified beliefs;
b. it is questionable whether adoption of the realist Position is
indispensible.

Z. The thesis of reali6m may be dismissed as meaningless, leaving either
a. the anti-realist

(idealist) position, which muet itself be

somehov¡

justified;
b. the whole realism-anti-realisn

controversy may be considered

senseless, and hence a vraste of time.

as

I shall show (Ch. f.4) that

this position is implausible.
3. The thesis of realism may be reformulated in such a way as to Preserve
the maximum content and at the same time make it open to verification
or falsification.

This is the approach I shall adopt here.

The semantic meLhod which Kaminsky terms "linguistic

ontology"'r^¡i11 provide the

ground for the reformulation. This may be done in two way6. First, following

Quine, it is possible to treat onÈology as a set of ontological commitments of

any given accepted theory. Secondly, Ehe thesis of realisrn rnay be placed within

the frameç¡ork of model theory, ç¡hich originates from Tarski's Èheory of truth
and which is, in turn, adopted by Putnam. In chis ca6e one should determine the

class of all models which satisfy the theory. Linguistic ontology differs fron
the traditional ontology in one important aapect--in the framework of linguistic
is not directly studied, but one can Bay ¡+hat the

ontology Ehe world itself

\./orld is 1ike, provided one adopts a theory r¡hich one conaidere true. In other
words, "being is being" is noE studied here, but only specific outological
domains committed Eo given theories. In

Ehe

framework of liuguistic

ontology,

the question which should be asked by realiste uay be formulated ae follo¡ue:
hos'. if at all. can one determine the unique nodel of the t.heory '¿hich. as
realists claim. is structurallv identical with some fragment. or aspect of the
world?
Now

I shall ouËline

Chapter 0:
assumed

hor,¡ each

chapter cont,ributes to the answer.

I shall present all the formal tools which are either used or

in this thesis" They include elements of set theory, Tareki'e theory of

truth, and some results of model theory such as Ehe Isomorphism theorem and the
LSwenheim-Sko1 em theorem.

Chapter l:

I shal1 start with a brief presentation and criticisrq of

Aristotelian ontology fron the standpoint of analytic philosophy (Section

1).

According to the standard of analytic philosophy, Aristotle'e ontology did not

treat language seriously enough. I shall subsequently show why it is plausible
to hold that scientific

theories have references, and that linguistic

is therefore a fruitful

taek. In the re6t of this chapter, I ehall present

Quine-s linguistic

ontology

onÈology in a more formal way than Quine hinself does, which

has the following advantages: (1) Quine's ontology, strictly speaking, can
apPly only to theory which is axiomatized in first-order systeEs or QS--hence,

a

formal approach is appropriate here; (Z) tiris formulation links Quine-s and
model linguistic onEologies in a more explicit way; (3) it enables one to
separate Ehe cenEral elemente of Quine'e ontology from hie philoeophical bias,

which is present in his sEandpoint. This, in turn, shows that Quine's ontology
does not necessarily support realism.

the application of Quine's linguistic

Specifically, I argue Ehat Èhe scope of
ontology is practically linited

to

theories of mathematics and physics, as the Eheoriee may be most easily
formulaÈed axiomatically.

In the appendix, I distinguish five senses of

axiomatisation, and I shall epecify which one ie to be ueed here. Quine's
linguistic

ontology iB intended Eo be realistic.

Due

to his philosophical biae,

he does not adequately study the problem of realism in his ontological frame-

work. It is Ey purpose here to show, in this and the nexf chapÈer, that Quine
is vague about the status of the realist thesis in his linguistic ontology,
Chapter 2: Since the term "modelr' is ueed in many different ways, these

different Eenses of "model" will be clarified to avoid further confueion.
I shall argue that'rmodelt'in the reali6t-anti-realist

controversy should

Then
be

used in its set-theoretical sense. The explication of this sense is important
because that 'rmodelt' is a set-theoretical con6truct, and hence not å fragment of

the world. I sha1I also menEion advantages of the model theoretical approach
(Section 3), vrhich is mathematically rigorous. I shall in turn argue that if
one develops Quine-s laEer linguistic

ontology in a formal way, without

any

unnaEuralistic assumptions, then Quine'e attempt Eo differentiate between hie
own linguistic

ontology and ideology will vanish, due to the failure of his

theory of proxy function (Section 7). Therefore, Putnam'e criticism of realism
wiII apply equally Èo both forms of linguistic
Putnam-s model-theoretical criticisn

onEology. Then I shall pre6enr

of realisn (Sections 4 and 5). He adopts

the naturalist principle as the starLing point. It states that the empistemic
criteria

for determining if a given empirical theory is true are only

oPerational and theoretical constraints.

Putnam then arguee that at the

theoretical 1evel, no theoretical or operational constraintB can help oue

Eo

single out one intended model, v¡hich is presumably identical to a fragment of
the real wor1d. This is a philosophical consequence of the Lth¡enhein-Sko1em
theorem, which statesr basically, that for any given firet-order

is an infinite

theory, there

number of models of different cardinality which will

satisfy the

Eheory. Therefore, it is impossible to 6íngle out one 6Lructure as an intended
ontological domain, and hence the thesis of realism is untenable. This forces
Quine Iater Èo take a structural approach in his linguistic

less realistic

ontology, r¿hich is

than his original version. AIso in this chapter I

shov¿

that the

evolu!ion of linguistic ontology from Quine to Putnam de¡nonetrates a gradual
destrucEion of realism. Quine-s doctrine of onËologica1 relativity leads to the
conclusion that only the structure, not the individuale themselvea, maËters to
the onÈ.ological domain(e) of a given theory. Then Putnau showa that

Èhe

Lth¡enhein-Skolem theorem leads to the conclusion Ehat one canûot even determine

a unique structure for a given theory. The lesson to be learned from this study
is Èhat if one starts philosophy from language, one cannot "reach ouË" to the
world which is iudependent of language.
Chapter 3: Up to Ehis poinE, I have demonstrated that the realist thesis

is uncenable within the framework of linguistic ontology. The only chance to
save realism is to use a different framework. If realists cannot construct such

a framework, they must face a dilemma between returning to a traditional

Aristotelian approach (as many neo-scholastics do), or Èhey musÈ give up
realism altogether (as Putnam does). In this chapter, I shaIl first examine
Putnam's attempt to save realism, i.e., internal realism.

The so-called

ttinternal realismttis more properly termed
"internal objectivism.t' Its goal is
to avoid "unbridled relativism" whilst maintaining the anti-realist thesis

(Section l).

Putnam

believes that the truth condition is objective, but that

the truth condition of a theory is not relative to the world. The main problem
of Putnam's internal realism is that his so-called "idealised justification
condition" is not justified by his o\rn episEemic etandard, or naturalist
principle.
anti-realist

In Section 5,

Chapt

er 2, I shall outline Wlodzimierz Rabinowicz's

semantics in order to shov that it can be done maÈhematicaIly.

Now, I shaIl argue that by examining anti-realisE semantics, it can be seen that

the inquiry is not free of ontological commitments (Section 2). This is due to
the fact that sense-data language is not self-justifying,

and therefore one

cannot avoid deeper ontological quesLions by constructing anti-realist

semantics, and cut off all metaphysical investigaEions. The anti-realist

faces

the dilemma that, on the one hand, realism is untenable, but on the other

hand,

it is impossible to construct a semantics free of onrological

commiEments.

In Section 3 I shall suggest an alternative framework for solving the
dilemma. While r¡e do not use direct intuition to fix the intended model of

above
a

theory, I shall argue that rve do have some kind of behavioural a!¡areness of the
wor1d, v¡hich is pre-verbal, and, as such, cannot ever be fully conceptuatised.

This inexplicable "wor1d" has a similar function to Kant-s "thiqg-in-itselfr"

as

it is an outer limit that provides a foundation for the objectivity of
scientific knowledge. However, the "world[ is not just an ttidealizedtt concept,
but is experienced entirely at the pre-verbal

1eve1.

In the rest of this section I shall shoq' Ehat one can rigorously explicate
the logical status of the "world," even though the v¡orld itself

is inexplicable.

This wiIl be done by constructing a game-theoretical semantics in ¡shich the
inexplicable world is the outer limit that different strategies arrempE to
achieve. I shall also indicate that the later Quine supports my claim by
realising the importance of non-verbal behaviouristic response as an ontological
commitment. He calls it "perceptual ontology.r' I shall conclude ÈhaÈ although

one cannot determine an intended ontological domain for a given theory, the

inexplicable "worldt'is nevertheless a limit \,¡hich warranEs Ehe pre-verbal
artareness of the r¿orld. Finally I shall say a feç¡ word6 about the philosophical
melhod v¡hich I ernploy, which is closely related to mathematical logic,

esPecially to formal semantics. This method is Eermed antfexact philosophy" by
Bunge, and it attempts to express ideas in a way which keeps vagueness to

a

minimum. This philosophical method v¡iI1 enhance the precision and clarity of

the point s r,¡hich I attempt to

make.

CHAPTER

ZERO:

I'ÍATHEMATICAI, AND LOGICAI PRELIMINARIES

This chapter is intended to survey some results from set theory and model
theory which are relevant and necessary for later discuesion. The presentation
intends to be rigorous, but r¡ith some informal remarks.
proved, since interests are mainly philosophical, but

Some theorems

are not

Ehe mathematical and

logical concepts introduced in this chapter r.¡i11 be presented in a rigorous

way.

Fina11y, as the mathematical and logical results presented here are well-known
and widely accepEed, so the sources in most cases are not stated. On1y the most

important sources are listed in the bibliography.

Section 1:

Set

t'e " is Ereated as the primitive not ion, i."., ttet' ía not def
ined in terms
of other notions. ttx € Yttsays that x is a member of Y. ttYrt denotes a set, and
rrxtt denotes an element

or a set.

Ä,

of the set Y. An element of a set ntay be an individual

set is defined extensionally. That is, two set6 are equal if

only if they have the same elemenÈs (the axiom of extensionality).
A={a,b,d,B} and B={drB,8,d,b} are identical.

and

For example,

The order of eleBent.s and the

number of occurrences of elements are irrelevant to a seË. A set can be

specified either extensionally by listing all the elements, or intensionally
stating the condition(s) that all the elements satisfy.
v=i*r, x4, ..., *, ) says "Y is a set of elemenEs

xn

by

rn symbols,

r x¿r...r Xn.tt y={x:_}

says

'Y is the set of all x-s, such that each x satisfies some condition(s) _.
The
most primitive set in mathemacics is empty set, or nulI set, v¡hich is denoted by
ttgt

.tt Ø is the set having no element s.
Given a set X, one can define a subset of
Def

init ion

0.

X.

1

(a) XçY iff x cX implies x € y.

(subser)

(b) xcYiff

xÇ.YandxtY.

(proper subeet)

(ttÉt'says "not equal tott)

Given a set X, one can define P(x)- Ehe power set of X.

Definition 0.2
Y is P(x) iff Y = {x:xg y}. ThaL is, P(x) is the ser of all subeers

of X'
Given any fwo sets, X, Y, one can define three binary operations on them.
Def

init ion

0

.3

(a) aé(XvY)

=Zíft

(a€.XoraéY)

(union)

(U) ae(xny)

=zíf.f

(ae Xanda€Y)

(inrereection)

(c)

=Zíff

(a€XandaéY)

(difference)

ae (X-Y)

(c-) x'-- z íf f (V - X) ',¡here V is the class of all sets (complement)
Propos it ion 0 . I
The operaEions of union and intersections are commutative A v B = B t,

A,

An B = Bn A, aasociative (4.¡ B)r/ C = ¿v (B v C), (An¡)n C = 4", (B nC), and
muEually distributive

A w (¡ n C) = (A v B) n (4.,, C) and

An(BvC)=(ens)-(enC).
Secrion 2: Relation and Function

In this section, I sha1l define some fundamental

maÈhemaÈica1 concepts

in

terms of sets. First, I shall define inductively an ordered collection
I

The definition

(c-) is not permitted in the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory

(or ZF). This is because in ZF, the class of all sets is not a1lowed. nut (c')
is allowed in the von Neumann set theory. Generally, when the complement is
defined,

some

universal set is assumed, and only the elemencs of this fixed set

may be taken into account. Such a procedure alloç¡s us to introduce Èhe unary

operation of complement in ZF. ICf., Suppes (J972), pp. Z9-3Oi and sections
and 4, chapter 0.i

3

(sequence or suite),

Definition 0.4
(a) An ordered collection ( ) of B is equaL to þ.
(b) An ordered collection (a) of one element is equal to a.
(c) An ordered collection (a,b) of tv¡o elemenEs a and b (an ordered
pair) is the ser
[{a},ia,b}1.
(d) If n)2, then an ordered collection (a, , ãLr...ran) of elements
â.1 , ârt ...t
is an ordered pair ((a, , ã.., ...tân-,t), arr).
^n
The length of < > is 0. The suite (ar¡...¡ån) of length )1 is called
ordered n-tupIe, or simply n-tup1e.

Proposition 0.2
If (anr...râ.)

=

(b1

r...rbn)

then a¿ = b4r...rar, = br,.

Proof For n=0 and n=I, the proposition is obviously true. Due Èo the
inductive nature of the definition,

f.or n)2, the proposirion is true if the

proposition is true for n=2. Therefore it suffices Eo prove
proposition for

Ehe

n=2.

From the definition

of a suite and the axiorn of extensionality,

f {a, }, {^r.,^r}}={{u, }, {br,b"}} if f borh suires have rhe same elemenËs. Then {a, }

is equal to either

{Uo

} or

set of two elements. so
But

{an ,

ar} =
Def

{a.,, b,

init ion

{b4,

{an

br}. But a seÈ of one element is not equal to

} = {u, i, i.e.,

^n=

b.t. Hence {b.,, , b, } = {ao, arl.

}. Theref ore â, = bz.
0.5

(a) A set {(ar,...râ,.):

ar€Ar,...,a,reA,r} is called a Cartesian
product of sets 4r,...,4,,, and is denoEed by trAr*...oAr,."

(b) rf A4=...=An=4, rhen A,o...oA. is said to be Èhe cartesian
n-porver of a set A and is denoted byttA'.,' If n=0, then Aa is

defined as {ø}.

9

a

(c) Subsets

R

< A are called n-place relations on A, or sinply

predicates or rela t ions.
(¿) If R is a two-place relation, then the two-place relation
{(a,b>:<b,a>e RJ is said to be the inverse of R and is denoted by
rrg-l

.

rr

(e) If Rr and R, are two-place relations, then RroR, is a composition
ofR

andR iff.

RroRa={(a,c):(a,b)e Rland (b,c)e Rz for some b}.
Notion of relation is one of the most important concepte in mathematics.
There are various properties ç¡hich can be said of two-place relations, some of

which are given in the follovring definitions.

Definit ion

0.

6

A two-place relation R on a set A is said to

be

(a) A diagonal A2 and is denoted by idA if R = {(a,a):aeA}.
(b) Reflexive on A if idoe
(c)

R.

Syumretric if R = R-á.

(d) Transitive íf

R"R

sR.

(e) EquivalenË on A if R is reflexive, symmetric, and Ëransitive.
(f)

Antisyrmnetric if RnR-1--idn.

For example,

R,

={(a,b): a=b;a,b c I} is diagonal, antieymmetric, reflexive,

synnnetric, transitive and hence equivalent. (f is here the set of integers.)
Rr={(a,b>:a)b; a,b e I} is reflexive, tran6itive and antisyumetric (vacuously).
Rr={(a,b), (b,a), (brc>} defined on A={a,b,c}, has none of the above properties.
Def

init ion

0.

7

(a) A two-place relation
(r/

retlexrve,

(ii)

anti-sy.mmetric,

(

iii)

R on

transit ive.
t0

a set A is an order relalion if it is

(b) Än order relation R on a set A is a total order (linear order)

on

A if, for every pair ar,â2_ê A, either 1atr3z)GR or laurar>€R.
(c) Let A be a set and R be a total order relation on A. Then A is
ell-ordered set by R if every non-empty subset of A contains
or more least element according to

a

one

R.

For example, Iet N be the set of natural numbers, then R={nrrn¿:nr(no} well
orders N. But R does not well order the set R of real numbers.
Def

init ion 0. 8

(a) A two-place relation f is said to be a mapping or function if for
any a,b,c,if

(a,b) ê f and (¿rç) é f then b=c. The set of all

is the domain of f.

The set of all b(c) is the range of f.

(b) f is said to be a mapping of A into B if rhe domain of f=A
the range of. f. a

a

and

B.

(c) A mapping is said to be a mapping of A onto B, or suriective. if
the domain of f=A and the range of f=8.
(d) A mapping is said to be an one-to-one mapping, or iniective. if
when f(a)=f(b)

then a=b"

(e) If a mapping is both surjective and injective Ehen it is said to
be biiective,

(f) A mapping f of a set A inÈo A is said to be an n-place operation
on A.

(g) If f is an n-place operation on A and

B

2A, then the set B is

said Co be closed under the operation f when âa¡...,â6 €
impLies f( ðr, ...,â,') e.
Sect

B

B.

ion 3: Ordinals. cardinals. and paradoxes
In this section I shall introduce the notions of ordinal and cardinal,

some theorems and hypotheses about

and

them. Both notions are concerned r,¡ith the
ll

"sizet'of a set.

When one

deals with sets, the cardinal of v¡hich is greater

than thaE of N, i.e., transfinite sets, tv¡o notions are not Ehe same,

even

though they are closely related.

Definit ion 0.9
An ordinal number is a well-ordered set in which each subsequent

element is equal to the set of all its predecessors. More precisely,

a set A, well-ordered by R, is an ordinal number if for each a €
a={b e a: (b,&)¿R & bÉa}.
This is a sinple but subtle definition.

A,

Let R be S then the ordinal ie

identified with a v¡ell-ordered set A such that all elements åre less than the
ordinal of A. For example, O={a: a<O}=Ø,1={a:a(l}={O}={ø},2={O,I}={g,, {Ø}},3=
{0,r,2)={9,{ø},{ø,{g)}}.

eËc. I^Ihar is rhe ordinal of N(rhe ser of

numbers)? We shal1 call itø-l . Soc¡={0, L,2,...,nr...},

naÈura1

c.r+l={0, 1r..,t_}, û)+u=

{0, 1r...,ûJ,¿J+l ,tL+Zr..}, and c¡*a(¿¡:)=
{0, l, ...rcJ,ú.rxl, ...,U*2, (u*2)+1, ...-*1, (tl*J)+1, ...}.

Definition 0. l0
(a) Let A be a ser.

Then As

is

def ined as rhe set B={n.r 1a¡}.,=,,

is called sucessor operation.
(u) N, a set of natural numbers, is defined as the set of nat.ural
numbers such thaÈ Ø eW and when, for every y, if yeN, then

ys€

N.

Definition

0.11

Given any tv¡o sets A and B, then

(a) the

of A is said to be ress than or equal to the power of
if there is an in i ect ion f rom A Èo B, denoted by ', lA l.( ln | " ;
power

(¡) the power of

A

is equal to the power of B, or A and B are

equipotent (equinu'oerous) if there is a biìection from A to
denoted by

"lA¡=lnl."
T2

B,

B

Definition 0.12
An ordinal o¿ is said to be a cardinal if it is not equipotent to any

In other words, an ordinal "¿ is a cardinal if
in B, where B is a class of equipotent ordinals, and p )o¿ for any
smaller ordinal.

¿¿

is

Ê . B. The cardinal of N is called "Alef-O."

Proposition 0.3
Let R be the set of real numbers. Let N be the set of natural numbers.
Then lnl>lHl.

Let lt¡l be ö ¿nd lRl be c. In orher words,

c)r,J.

The proof may be found, for example, in Suppes (Ig7Z), pp. 19I-192. This

proof includes t\.¡o steps. One defines each real number x in terms of the
Cauchy sequence which converges to x.2 Th"., Cantor's diagonal roethod will
shor¿

that there is not bijection from R to

N.

The above ProPosition states that the cardinal of the eet of real numbers

is greater than Èhe cardinal of the set of natural numbers. But no one has yet
proved the cardinals p, such that Alef-0<p<c exisE. rnstead, rnost
mathematicians accept the generalized continuum hypothesis (ccu) which appear6
be

low.

Definition 0.13
If

are cardinals, then the cardinal exponent *ê i" said to
the cardinality of the set of aIl p -tuples of o( .
<- and Fl,

For example,
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={(o, o), (o, 1), (I,0), (1, l>}=g.

zù= { (l,lr I...), (0, l, 1,...), (0,0, Ir...)r...}.
c^J elements.

)

Generalized Continuum Hypothesis

For every cardinal rv, Alef -(<+L)=2

Suppes

(I972), pp.

be

189-190.
13

Ale-{-a

.

(Each suite in 2,J has

It is proved that R is equipotent Èo 2-03 ao c=Zu, Assuning GCE, one can
construct a clses of cardinale: 0, 1, 20..., Alef-00 Alef-1 (or c, or 2),
ALef -2

(or 2^Lel'1 ),
Definition

Al ef -3, ....
0.14

(a) a set A is said to be finite if the cardinal of

A

ie

a

natural

number.

(b) A eet A is said to be denumerable if tbe cardinal of A ie either
a natural number or Alef-0.
(b') rf A ie denumerable and not finite, then A ie said to be
denumerably

infinite.

(c) A set A is said to be non-denumerable if the cardinal of A ie
greater than Alef-O.
Now r¿e

shall coneider two paradoxee in the naive set theory.

Russell's

Paradox

The claes Ru

of all eete which are not subseta of theneelvee ie not a set.

Explanat iou

tr"¿ P¡¡={x: x ë. x}.

l.

If RuéRu, then

Then
Ru

is

Ru€ Ru?

is not a member of itself, i.e., Ru *

2. If Ru ê. Ru, then Ru is a member of itself,
of the above are contradictory, t.herefore

Ru.

i.e., R€Ru. Conclueione

Ru cannot be coneidered

a

set.

Cantor'g Paradox
The claes V

of all cardinals ie not a set.

Explanat ion

Let V be the set of all cardinals. What is the cardinal of V? Let
a65une

ue

that the cardinal of V is in V. But by the definition of cardinals, all

Harni

lton, p.

78.
L4

elements (¡¿hich are cardinale)

in V are lees than the cardinal of V, and eo it

is not an element of V.

the cardinal of V ie both an element of V (by the

Eeace

definition of V) and noE an element of V. Thie ie contradictory,

and therefore

V cannot be considered a set.

A proper class can be defined aB any collection of objects. Then Ru and

V

are ProPer claesee" In other words, not all collectione of objects are Bets.
Then v¿haÈ

a

is the intuition of a eet? In 1883, Cantor's

ausÌùer

is that

ttA

set ie

alloss itself to be thought of as a One.tt4 In other worda, a
is any collection of objecte nhich can be rrrationallyrt conetructed without
Many which

set

leading to a contradiction.
Section 4: First-order predicate Bvstem and Ehe Zemelo-Fraenkel eet theorv

In thie eection I ehall present

the

first-order predicate systen

shal1 define the meta-language ML of

QS,

and

first-order

finally I shall preseat

QS, then

ZF aa

a

Èheory.

First-order predicate systen QS
The Primarv Vocabulary:

1. a denumerable set of variables, ¡={x, rx2rxgr...};
2. a finite set of n-argument predicaEe letters,
p={Pnt
number

,pL ,...på,p

,P| ,...P; } (the superscripr indicares here rhe

of places of the predicate);

3. senÈential connectivee, -r+i
4" quantifier, (x);
5. syntactical synbols, (, );
6. a denumerable seÈ of statement variables,

4

Rucker (1983),

p.

206.
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S={<, prt, .o o¡co',¡ p,,

t',

ooo

}.

I

RuIes of formation of well-formed formulas (v¿ffs)

l.

al I P¡ (xnrxr,. . ., *j ) are wffs;

2.

íf. a-is a wff, then -cris a wff ;

3.

if

o¿

and p are wff, then uc*Êi, a wf f

4.

if

o¿

is a wff, then

5'

the set of all wffs of QS is generated only by r, 2,3, and 4 above.

(x)¿¿

;

is a wff ;

Ax ioms

Let "¿, Ê, il be any wffs of
(A1) (u_-+(p-+ot) )

(4z)

QS

("r*(p-+¡) )-+( (x--+p)-+(*-*r) )

(43

)

l'

Modus

(-.6 --z-p)={

P-0.)
(44) (x; )a +o( if x. does not occur f ree in oú.
(45) (x. )(T -'P) û+(x. )p) if c{ contains no free occurrence
of variabre xr.
->
Rules of inference

Ponens: from

2. Generalization:

f

rom

and (**p) deducep, where oc and p are wffs of
deduce kr) d, where

"<-

is any

wf

QS.

f in QS, and x,

is any variable.
Definition of a proof
A proof in QS is a sequence of wff

tr..)&nof QS such that for each
i(t<i<n) either ^¿, is an axiom of QS or o<_¿ is inf erred from oc, ... *r-oby
the rules of inference. .,¿. is provable in QS iff or., is the Iast sentence
a

of the sequence.
Criterion of eliminabil itv
A formula ¡r introducing a new symbol satisfies the criterion
of
eliminabiliÈy if and only if whenever p is a formula in which the

ney¡

symbol occurs, then there is a primitive formula (a
formura which is
f

ormulated solely in terms of primit ive vocabulary)

16

¡,r

such that o¿Ð(t+Ê)

and

c(--*(P-'tr) are derivable from the axioms.

Criterion of non-creativity
A formula

c4

inEroducing a new symbol satisfiee Ehe criterion of non-

creativity if

and

only if there is no primieive formula p

is derivable from the axioms but ê is

such

rhat a +p

not.5

I

The meta-lansuase ML of
ML

of

QS

S

is defined as QS u L*,

QS presented above

is

where

more properly

L* is English,

called the foundation of

Metaphorically, one may sây Ëhat everything that can be said in

gg.

QS

is already

"hiddeu" in the foundation of QS. rf we define nerr/ concepta in accordance with

the two criteria of definiËion, and we derive

some theorems

in

accordance with

the rules of inference, then we construct the so-called euperstructure of
It is important to realize that QS is an uninËerpreted calculus. That is,

6
QS.

QS

is

purely syntactical. The not.ion of "truthrr is not involved in the construction

of

QS.

Due

to Russell's, Cantor's,

and other paradoxes, mathematicians have

constructed various axiomatic sysÈems in which set theory is formulated with
some ad hoc

rules in

Èhe form

of axioms to avoid paradoxes. EssenËially, the

"Erick" is to prevent any self-reference. In ordinary language, not. all selfreferent ståtemenEs will lead to semantical paradoxes (Cf. section 5, chapter

0). It

may

not be necessary to avoid all self-referenÈ statemente. However,

long as we do noÈ have other means to avoid paradoxes, this is what

r.¡e

have to

do. As I mentioned above, Èhere are various systeue of axiomatic set theory.
these, there are Russel's predicative Eype theory and ramified type
5
For discuesions on the relation between Èhe two criteria of definition,

Among

see Suppes (1957), chapter 8.
6

Bunge (1967),

p.

497.
77

as

theory, Quine's

Ner+

Foundation, the von Neumann-Bernays' sy6Èem, the Kelly-Morse

system' and Lhe Zermelo-Fraenkel sy6tem. I sha1l follo¡¿ the oajority of
mathematicians in regarding the Zermelo-Fraenkel system ZF ae thertstandardr
set
theory. The brief sketch of zF below presupposes only QS, ç¿hich can be a
language for zF. rn other words, ZF is a first-order
mathemaËics could be reconstructed, in principle,

Eheory. Moreover, if

in terme of eet theory, then

all ruaEhemaËical Èheories could be constructed ae firsE-order Ëheories. Since
theories of matheuatical physics are formulated in the language of ma¡hematics,
so it seems that the first-order

predicaEe system is, in principle, sufficien¡

for the axiomatizaËion of Ëheories of mathemaÈical physics. Now I shall
introduce a few more logical notions useful for Ëhe sketch of zF.

Definition

(a)

(u)

0.15

=q '(**r-p)

"(

ef3

o¿

"Ê =.rf -a;-rp.

("=¿+

"

says

,'is

def ined ae.,')

(c) oisP =rlF.l?, &(pr^).
(d)

(ex-Ìr=r* r(xr)w,

where x. is free ino¿.

Definition 0. I6
(a) Let x be a variable ins<, and letq( not include
any quanÈifier
synbol; x is said Èo be a f ree variable inß =(*r)...(xn)c itf
is not identical to any x¿ for l.(i(n.
(b)

Þ =(*,,

)...(xn)u is said to be a closed r¿ell-f ormed formula or

senEence if no x, is f ree in (xr)...(xn)tr for I_(i(n.

x

a

0therwise

is said to be an open wff.
(c)

If

is ân open wf f with the f ree occurrencee of xrr...rx' then
(xr)...(xn)Bís
a closure ofþ.

(¿) If

13

is a closed wf f, then (nx, )p and (x; )p f or any i are
closures of (3,
13

t8

(e) Any closure of a closure is a closure.
Definition 0.17
A first-order
condit ions

(a)

theory is a formal system Ehat satisfies the following

.

Its language is the language of

(b) It consisrs of At-45 of

QS.

QS.

(c) It may additionally have a finite number of extra-logical axioms
which are closed wff of its language.

A sketch of the Zermelo-Frankel set theorv
I.

ZF

ZF is a firsE-order theory, i. e., ZF presupposes

QS.

2. The new extra-logica1 predicate "=" iB introduced in the following
ax10ms:

(=I)

(xr)(x. =*¿);

G2) every closure of x, =xr-{2.=p), where ¿ is like p except that x.
in p may replace any free occurrence of x, in o[, provided x,
occurs free wherever it replaces xr.

3. Let € be an extra-logical predicaÈe introduced in the following axioms
of

ZF.

(Zft)

Axiom of extensionality

(z)(zé x zey)
-=
=
rf two sets have exactly the saue elements, then they, being

x=y

coextensive, are identical.

(zvz) Axiom of an empry set
(Ex)(y)-'(y€x)
There is a set that has no elements.

(ztl)

Axiom of pairs

(x)(y)(Ez)(j)(¡<z = (j=x v j=v))
For any elements x and y, not necessarily disEinct, there is
I9

a

set z whose only elements are x and y.
(zF4) Axiom of union

(x)(ny)(z)(ze y s(Ej)(j€x

& zej))

For every set x there is a set y whose only elements are
elements

Definition

of at least

one

of the subsets of x.

0.18

(a) l=o+ * = (y)-(y€x). (The exisrence of 0 is
(b) x É y=¿f (z)(ze x. --2 z e.y) .
(c) xcy=Jl xc:y

guaranreea uy

(zr2).)

& x*y.

(d) {x}=qf (Ex) (Ey) (x e y) .
(e) x*-ry=d{ {x,y}.
(ZEs)

of a power set
(x)(ny)(z)(zeyz zÇx)

Axiom

For every set x there is a set y whose only elements are the subsets

of the first set.
(ZF6) Axiom scheme of separation
(xn ) . .. (x,,) (x) (ny) (z)(z e y --+(z €x
= A(x,, .. ., xn,z)) ,
Let A(x,, ..., xn,z) be any wff whose only free variables are
X_1

r...rr'^rz.

Then f or

x, there is a set y
elements

Qrl)
There

that
r¡ho

s

(ZfA)

Axiom

of inf inity

(r;x)(þ

e.

Axiom

of z that

are

x & (y) (y e x -->(y " {v}þ *) )

is a set x
el ement

whose elements are those

of x and satisfy the wff A(x,,...rx^rz),

such

that the enpty set is an element of x

whenever an element

e

all elements x1¡...rx, and f or every set

y is an element of x,

s are y and {y}

of

.

foundaËion
20

Èhen so

and such

is the

set

(x) (x*p --> (Ey) (y €
No non-empty

set

x

x

y&z

e.

x))).

contains an element

v

such thaE y has

& -.,(Ez)(z€-

an

element z from x.
(ZFB)

is the rul e r,¡hich

prevent

s self -ref erence in ZF. Since every set

has the same elements in itself,
subset

of itself.

Moreover,

so (Zf8) states that a set cantrot be

x cannot be a subset of y if

a

the

intersection of x and y is an enpty 6et.
Now

I shall state Ëwo other principles in

ZF v¡hich

are often used.

Axion of choice (Ac)
For any non-emPty set x, which has sets as its elements, there is

set y ¡vhich has precisely one element in

common

a

vrith each member of

x.

Continuum Hypothesis (CH)
The

cardinality of the set. of real

numbers

is

2

The axioms (Zff)-(ZF8) are accepted by most mathematicians

principles

AC and CH

are sÈill controversial.

CH

today.

is a weaker form of

The two

general

in section 3. IE has been proved by G$del (in
1938) that CH is consistenr with ZF, and later (1963), the consistency of the

continuum hypothesis mentioned

negation of

of ZF.

CH

with

ZF was proved by Cohen.

Hence, neither CH nor -CH

independent

of

each

is a

In other words, CH is

Lheorem

other.T An important

of ZF. Moreover,

consequence

AC and CH are

is that any philoeophical

argumenÈs based on theorens which assurne CH and AC are very
because

independent,

dubious. This is

neither mathematical intuition nor any set theory hitherto has

been

sufficient to determine the truth value of CH. Sinilarly, the sane difficulty
applies to AC (Cf. section 5, chapter 2).
Section 5: Tarski's Definition of Truth
Every

definition of truth is an aEtempt to reformulte the concept of

Hanilton ( 1978), p. I2I,
2L

"truth" in such a way that it should satisfy tç¡o conditions:

(1) the intuitive

meaning of truth in natural language should be preserved at least to a certain

should be formally correct, i.e., it should aot lead

degree; Q) the definition

to paradoxes. Tarski's definition

of truth is one attempt"

Tarski argueB that natural (ordinary) Ianguage is unsuitable for a formally
correct definition of truth.

According to him, natural language ie inconsistent

due to the fact that it is a meta-language and an objecÈ language at the

Eime, i.e.,

same

it is semantically closed.

In naEural language, self-reference is allowed. This induces senantic
paradoxes. The following two paradoxes åre good examples"
I.

The Liar Paradox

The person A says, t'I am noÈ lyiog."

is false, hence A i6 not lying.
true, then A is lying.
2. Grelline Paradox

If A is lying, then r,¡hat A says

If A is not lying, then whaÈ A eays is

Therefore, A is both lying and not lying.

( 1908)

Adjectives in any natural languages can be divided into two mutually
6eparated groups called auËological adjectives and het.erological

adjectives.

An adjective is cal1ed autological if the property denoted

by Èhe adjective holds for the adjective itself,
"polysyIlabic."

ê.8., "Eng1ish,"

OEherwise, an adjective is called heterological,

ê.8.,

ttFrenchrttttmono6yllabic.tt Consider the adjective ttheterological.tt

If

"heterological" is not heterological, then ttheterological" holde for
itself,

i.e., it is heterological.

If "heterological" is

heterological, then "heterological" does not hold for itself,

i.e., it

is noÈ heLerological. Hence,'rheterological" is both heterological
not heÈerologicaL.
In shorÈ, the problem of semantic paradoxes in natural language is due Èo its

22

and

semantic closure.

Tarski concludes that:

. "true sentencerrwhich is in harmony with the laws of logic
and Ehe spirit of everyday language seems Èo be questionable and
con6equently the same doubt attaches to the possibilify

consEructing a correct definition of this expression"
Due Èo these rea6ons, he defines tttruthtt in formal language'

of

I

Tarski begine his definition of Eruth by stating two necessary conditions
for a saÈisfactory definition of truth.

They are material adequacy and formal

correctness. A material adequacy condition requires that. a eatisfactory
definition of truÈh must be an instance of the (T) schema preseuted below'
inruition

The

that the (T) schema intends to preserve is the Aristotelian

undersÈanding of trut.h a6 correspondence. He cites the following three Passage8

from Aristotle's writing as general guidelines:
"To say of what is that if is not, or of whaE it is not that it
i s, is f a1se, r¿hile to 6ay of what ie ÈhaË it is, or ¡¡hat is not

that it is noE, is true."
"The truth of a sentence consists in its agreement with (or
correspondence to) realitY.tt

t'A sentence is true if it deeignates an existing state of

aff"ire.t'9
According to Èhese general guidelines, Tarski consEructs a (t) echeua as

follows:

(r)
where S
"Snov¡

I

is the

name

Tarski (1956), p.

165.

, p.

343.

( 1944)

P.

of P, and P is the truth condition for S. For example,

is ç¡hiÈe" is true iff

9Tarski

s is true iff

snow

is white.

23

NoÈice

that the left side,

t'Snow is

ç¡hite," is a name, not I sentence. His main point of a (T) echema is to fix

che

extension of Ehe semantic predicate "true.t' For instance, íf. D4 and D- are two

definitions of truth which satisfy the (T) scheua, then all insLances of Do and
D. are respectively:
1. S is true, iff

P;

2. S ie Lrue, iff

P;

so Èhat D, and D. are coextensive. A (T) schema itself

is not the definirion of

truth.
The formal correctness condition is the requirement to distinguish the

object language L from the meËa-language ML. If L refers to extra-linguistic
objects, then ML refers to L.

One may

also construct.

MML

as the meta-met.a-

language MLL which refers to ML. So one can forn a hierarchy of languages

I=(L,ML,MML,...>. The obvious problem ie where the sequence J should stop.
Since all our intuitions on which a formal language is based are taken from

ordinary language, the last elemenÈ of J is a language similar to ordinary
language. According to Wittgenstein, the rules of Èhe language-game of a formal
language are "hidden" in ordinary language. Ordinary language is hence not the

element ofL, buE is rather the v¿hole sequence ¿ . To avoid semant.ic
paradoxes, Tarski defines truth in relaÈion to a level of language. That is,
one defines the predicate "is true" for an object language L in the meEalanguage ML of L. FinalIy, Ehe meta-language in which "is true" is defined

may

be semantically closed. According to the above conditions, Tarski defines
"truth." This is done' in two steps. First, he defines Ëhe seEantic concept of
ttsatisfacÈion.tt Second, he defines tttruthtt in terms of ttsatisfacEion.tt
Let ML be the meta-language for QS in which truch is defined.

We need a

name Eo refer Èo each statemenÈ in QS. This can be done in many ways, one of

r¿hich is GUdel numbering; I shall take a simpler approach.
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Definition

0"

l9

Let f,be any statement in QS. Then the name of ( ir "tr".
Defiuition of satisfaction of a ruell-formed formula in 9E_ relative to
Let M=(D,R*) of cardinality n be a maÈhematical structure where D is
set of individuals.
sequence

Each R¿

in the crass

RÉ

of n objects (or individuals) of D.

is a n-tuple, or
R¿

is

hence a

M

a

¿¡

relation

consisting of only one n-tuple. Let .crp range over any n-tuple of
individuals, andN, f t"rg" over r¿ff of QS. Let p range over all

in QS. Let

predicaÈes

the i-th object in any n-tuple
\.
Let i,jrk be elements of the set of natural numbere N.
(a) For all i, j,k,p¿, & i 6satisf iee t'pr*0,...x¡, iff RL41r...,0c¡ is

in

¿¿,

(!¿ denote

R*.

(b) For allct,f,,:o(saÈisfies ''-g'" iff .¿does not satisfy'k".
(c) For all.c,þl:*"atisfies
"¡-16" iff < does not Batisfy "çt'or *
satisf ies t'¿¡,t.
(d) For al1x.,p,þ i, j:ocsarisf ies "(x.)6" if f for all p in M, p
Batisfies "¡" where Êi=*j for all j ti.
Definicion of rruth in e[ relative to M
(r)
A closed wff is true iff it is satisfied by all n-tuples or
sequences in M, i.e., any o(in M.

initions of "satisfactiont' and IttruLht' given above have Ëhe
following linitations. First, M contains only a finite number of n-tuplee.
The def

Second,

"truth" is defined in a restricted, first-order predicate

system wiËh no

non-logical consÈants. However, the definitione given above can be generalized

to

overcome these

shall herein

limitations if

one goes through

all the technical details. I

only Èhat "satisfactiontrand'ttruthtt can be defined for any
first-order theory of cardinality lese than Alef-O, r¿ith or without non-logical
essume

constants. Finally,

many

logicians do noÈ distinguish between rrsatiefactiontl
25

and "Èruth" as

I do" This is guite "harmless" in most non-technical

contexEs.

For, if "Px," is satisfied by at least one n-tuple c/ in M, then we can always

construct the closure of Px., i.e., (ex¿)exr=f Then "d' ri11 be true in M.
Therefore I shall use t'truth" 1iberally in the non-technical part of later
chapters to refer to both truth and satisfaction.

In this section, M is taken as given, so one can define "satisfactionrr and
"Eruth" relative to M. But when the definitions of "satisfaction'r and rrEruthtl
are fixed, then one can ask if there is any other model for some consieÈent set

of sentences, say T. Let us åssume that there is a I,IORLD which T intende to
describe.

Then we nay

think of

some

other model of T as a possible world in

Kripke's sense in which T is true (Cf. section 3, chapter 2).
Section 6: Models

In the paper

tt0n the Concept

of Logical

Consequence,r'

Tarski infornally

describes t.he concept of "model":
One

of the concepts which can be defined in terms of the

of satisfaction is the concept of model....
sequence

An

concept

arbiÈrary

of objects which satisfies every sentential function of

the class L'¡.¡i11 be called a model or realization of the class

L

of senten""r.10
There are two lday6

to define a model.

of n-Èuples defined on the

One may

specify a domain and a clase

domain M=(D,Rrr...rRn). One may

domain and the interpretation function

also specify

a

I, i.e., M=(D,I)" This interpretation

function assigns some individuals in D to the corresponding predicatee of the
language. I shall follow the first

way.

Tareki (1956), p.186)
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Definition of a model
Let T be an uninEerpreted calculus (syste¡n) fornulaÈed in QS. That
is, T is a first-order theory. Let M be a mathematical strucEure

,...,\rr), where D is

M=(D,R.

å non-enpEy seL

of individuals.

R¿

tuple of individuals defined on D, for l(i(m, and m and n are
elements

of N.

Then M

is n-

any

is a model of T iff every closed wff of T is

satisfied by all n-tuples"
SecÈion

7:

Some

results in

Model theory

is

rnodel theory

concerned

with the relation

between various formal systems

and Eheir models. There are many theorems proved on the general aspect

relation.

Two

of

them

Definition

are important for the purpose of this theeis

0.20

Let ItM Fa" says that

rra closed

structure M.r' Let M and M'be
a closed wff. Then

if every-t. of
Definition
Let

of this

QS

M and

wff

o¿

is true in a mathematical

Èwo mathematical

strucËures. Let

o{ be

M'are said to be arithrnetically equivalent

is true in

M

iff ol is true in M'.

0.21

are isonorphic
iff there is a bijection f from D to D'such that (ar,..."n) € R¿ iff
M=(Dr Rr r...Rn> and M'=(D', R't

,...R'n).

M and M'

<f(a.,),...f(an)> € R| for l,(i.(Alef-O.
Isomorphism theorem
A

wff is saEisfied in

M

iff it is saÈisfied in

any model isomorphic

to

M.

Proof

Let M and M'be isomorphic. Letol,þ be any wffs of QS. All wffs of QS are
assumed Èo be well-ordered. If we can show that every wff is satiefied in
M iff

it is satisfied in M', then the proof ie finished.

inductive and induction is baeed on the length of o(.
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The

proof is

Initial
If

step

ie an atomic

is Pxrr.o.¡x¡r then by the def initiou of
isonorphism tbere is a bijecEion f euch that (arro.oran)e H iff
c(

1f.(a', )r..., f (a'n)>

wf

f, i.e.,

cc

e þI'. So cc is 6atisf ied by (8nr...r

aro)

in

M

if f o( is

saEisfied by 1a'a,.o.rå'n) in M'. The converge can be proved sinilarly.
Inductive hvpotheeis
For all ct of length less than n, d ie eatisfied in u iff

o{.

ie satiefied in

l{' .
Case

ll)

Let $= rol., Assuu.ed that r,¿is satisfied in M. Then by the

clause (2) of definition of satiefaction, o{. is not satisfied in
Then

by inductive aesumption,

o{

}1.

aleo is not eatiefied iu M'. Again

by

clauee (2), rg'is satisf ied in M'. The converse ¡¡ay be proved

sinilarly.
Case (2) In a similar
in

way as Case

(l),

we can prove r-+p

is eatiefied

iff it is in Il'. I shall onit the proof.
Case (3I tet p =(xr)u. Aseumed that (x¿)u ie satisfied in M. By rhe
clause (4) of definition of satisfaction, every R¿ satisfies ¿{- in M.
H

Eence, by inductive assumption, every R'¿ also eatiefies oa in M'.

Again by the clauee (4), (xr)o, ie satiefied in M', The converge may
be proved

einilarly.

The LUryenhein-skolem theoreu

(l-s

theore¡o) wae

firet proved by Ltlaenhein

(1915) and

later generalized by skolem (1920). The strongest verson of the L-S
theorem is presented in Tarski and Vaught's paper, ttAritnetical Extensione of
Relatione of Relational Systems" (1957). The proof of the strongest vereion of
the L-S theorem requires the axiom of choice. I ehall only nention the noet
important pointe about the proof of the L-S theoren intuitively.

Eenceforth

"the L-S theoremtr refere to the strongest vereion of the L-g Èheoren. The L-S
theorem saye that given any fireÈ-order theory, if M ie a ¡nodel of thie theory,
28

then both the submodel of M and the extension of M are also models of this

theory. Generally, the

way Eo prove the L-S theorem

ie to

show

inductively that

wff in a theory can be satisfied in a submodel or ån extension of M.
me further consider Èhe so-called "downwardtt part of the L-s theorem,
every

abbreviated as the L-S(D) theoren, which says that if

cardinality n, then
converse

is the

QS

QS

hae a nodel of

has a subnodel of cardinality m such that

(n.

(rne

if nln, abbreviated ae the L-S(U)

"upwardt' L-S theorern

Let

theorem.)

specifically, L-s(D) states that if a theory has a non-denumerable model,
this Eheory has a denumerably infinite nodel. one may prove this by

then

partitioning the domain iuto a denumerably infinite number of equivalence class
of individuals. Due to the axiom of choice, one can select one element from
each equivalence

consisÈs

class.

The denumerable mathematical

structure l¡hose

domain

of these selected elements can be shown inductively to be a model of

this theory.
Initially,

this is a surprising result, for ZF can be formulaÈed as a
first-order theory. But Cantor has shown that the cardinality of the set of
real nuubere is greater than the cardinaliLy of the set of natural numbers N.
This seems to be a paradox (Cf. section 5, chapt er Z). However, the L-S theorem
is not as surprising as it

seems Èo be

if

one

realizes that any first-order

theory has only a denumerable set of wffs. A model which has a denumerable eet

of individuals is "big"

enough

to assign a n-tuple

Èo each

wff.

Nov¡

I shall

sÈate Ëhe L-S theorem.more rigorously.

Definition 0.22
LeÈ M=(D,R*) and M'=(D',R'd> be uathemetical structures rrhere Rfand R.{

are resPectively the class of all n-tuples in M and M'. Then M is

arithmetical extension of M, if the following conditiona are
eatisfied

3
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an

(a)

is an extension of M'. That is, D'<. D, and RcrD = R(b) For every wff 6i and every n-tuplea(, ifc¿ satisfies
6,in M. then
oi satisfies f, in M.
M

L8Ënheim-Skolen theorem

Let

M=(D¡Rd>

be a model of

of cardinality

m such

QS

of cardinality n.

that either

Then there

ie a model

M.

is an ariÈhmetical extension of M,, if
m(n, or M' ie an arithmetical extension of M if n(n.
Definirion 0.23
M

A theory T is said to be categoricar if alr the moders
of r are
isonorphic. otherwise, T is said to be non-categorical.

L-s theorem sÈates that all first-order theories can have
models of
different cardinalities, hence Èhere is a problem to ttpick' the
intended nodel.
This is the basis of one of Putnam's arguments against realisn (cr.
section 5,
The

chapter 2).
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CHÄPTER

Sect

ion l:

In

ONE:

ONTOLOGY AND

LINGUISTIC

TEEORY

Aristotle's ont.ology and Ehe predicate ttexisttt

Book

four of his Metaphvsics. Aristotle defines metaphysics or ontologyl

as "a science which investigates being and the

in virtue of its

own

attributes \dhich belong to this

nature."2 In other words, unlike any special science,

outology is not concerned l¡ith the attributes of some defined domain of beings

(or objects, but it is rather
thing is said

Èo

be.

concerned

The goal

with the different

of ontology is to determine

Benaes

in which

a

Lhe primary or

essent.ial sense of ttto bett with respect to which all beings are analogical.
The above remarks are very vague. But

I only intend to point

inferred conclusion from them. That is, Aristotle seens to

assume

ouÈ one oft.en

that rrto

berl

or "to existtt is an attribute or predicate.3 However, this impression is not
correct. ConÈrary to the comnon beliefs, Arietotle does realize that 'exist' ie
not an attribute. IIe states that r'existent man' aud 'man' are the doubling of
the r.¡ords as'one man and one existent men'does not expresg anyEhing
dif f erent.rl
t

4

The term rfontology" rùas f irst used by Christian

Wolff Q679-L75Ð.

strictly speaking, it is anachronistic to say that Aristotle had vritten

So,

r¡orke

on ontology. Also, ontology and metaphysics do not always have the Barne 6cope.
Sometimes ontology and cosmology are considered as Ëhe subdisciplines of

rnetaphysics; however,

r shall siurpry

use rrontologyt'and 'tmetaphysicsrt

int erchangeab 1y
2

Aristotle, 1003a, 22-23. Pagination according

Èo

the standard Bekker

edit ion.

correctly, predicaEes and attribuÈes are not the 88rtrê¡ The former
denote the latter.
More

4

Aristotle, 1003b, 27-30,
3t

So

if Aristotle has realized the problen of the predicate rtexist,tt how is

it possible to study the primary

sense

in

r.¡hich

a thing is said to be?

Or¿ens

offers one of the most plausibte defences of .A.ristotle.5 According to him,
existence of beings is grasped intuitively, but non-conceptually (or non-

the

verbally). This intuitive grasp of existence constitutes ontology in the
stricEest sense. The linguistic descriptions of the intuitive grasp of Èhe
existence of beings are merely inconplete descriptions of it.

In

Ol¡ens'orùn

vord s,

story, in

The whole

consequence, seerns

it is immediately known to

human

to be that existeuce,

as

cognition, has, in it.self,

nothing that could ordinarily be described as content, yeE that

it is rich in cognitive meaning

The

tenet that existence

is an empty concept accordingly uisses the point.

RaÈher,

observable existence escapes any conceptualization

that

¡could be

characteristic of it, and is grasped only in the eynthesizing
knowledge

of

judgement.

6

the standpoinÈ of analytical philosophy, 0wens'defense of Ariatotle
may be crit icized in aÈ least t\.ro \¡¡ays .
From

1. Postulating a special faculty of intuition is epistenologically
suspicious, if not mistaken. That is, one bases one's knowledge of abstract
truth on Lhe postulation of an ability to acquire

such knowledge without

appropriate empirical grounds.T It is posible for an Arietotelian to contend

that analytical philosophers have s too narrow concept of ttexperiencertt i.e.,
5

tuene (1973), pp.21-35.

6tbid, p.
7

35.

Bonevac ( 1982),

p.

9.
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all experience is identified with
open

here, but at least

episE.emological

3 I shall suggest
conceptual grasp

2.

Even

if

rde can say

justification to

conceptual knol¡1edge

sense experienee.

I shall leave the issue

that Aristotle's ontology

show how one can have

needs furt.her

epistemic acces6 to non-

of the existence of beings. In the laet section of

some

chapÈer

plausible ways to defend the viability of this non-

of existence.
one grants such non-conceptual knowledge,

it

does

not follow

that the linguistic descriptions of it do have cognitive content. If a

cerËain

type of knowledge is non-conceptual or non-verbal, then it will alç¡ays sËay nonverbal until a netr such language ís constructed that rrhat was non-verbal will

linguistic.

If

Owens'

be

interpretation of Aristotle is right, and Aristotle's

ontology is essentially non-linguistic, then everything which has been said
about Ehe existence

of beings has no cognitive content,

possessed non-verbal knowledge
much

even

if Aristotle

of the existence of beings. Aristotle would

be

better off converting to mysticisn.

of Aristotle's ontology, we can state that a
fruitful linguistic account of ontological questions (if it is possible at all)
From Èhe above discussions

must Ëake language more

is

seriously. This is why the linguistic turn in ontology

necessary.

Section 2: Quinean lineuistic ontologv

If ontology in the Aristotelian tradition is not tenable, as argued in

the

previous secËion, then there are Ewo a1Èernatives for analytical philosophers.

1.

They can abandon

all "metaphysical

qualmsrtr

etating rhat all ontological

questions do not have cognitive value. 2. They can construct an alternative
framework

in

in

r.¡hich some counterparts

of ontological

quest.ions may be discussed

that they are acceptable Lo analytical philosophers. The first
alternative y¡il1 be dealt with in eecÈion 4. In thie secEion, I shall discuse
such a q¡ay
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lhe second alEernative.
Quine has constructed a most useful framework, in which the linguistic

counterParts of ontological questions are discussed in analytical philosophy.
sha11 calI this framev¿ork "Quinean linguistic

onÈo1ogy,rr and.

I shall present it

belov¡.

If

epistenic access to reality at all, thaË reality can be
reached by investigating the semantic relations between the theories formulaÈed

in

one hae any

some languages and

languages

the assumed reality.

(or theories) than

we do about

Moreover, rve know more about

reality.8 l.Ie should take theories

as

given and invesËigate their ontological iroport. The difficulty which has to

is the problem of

overcome

is both an object

how

to avoid senantic paradoxes. Ordinary

be

language

language and a uetalanguage;

a statenent can refer to itself
(cf. section 5, chapter 0). Self-reference can induce paradoxes such ae t'I am

1ying." For example, in ordinary language, the following two sentence6 are well
formed.

a. Boston is popular.
b.

I'BosÈonrr

is disyllabic.

In a., ttBostontt is a place-name ¡¿hich denotes a city.
word-name which denotes

"

In b.,

ttttBoEtonttrr

is

a

t"r".9 Therefore, in order to avoid semantic

paradoxes' one cannot sEudy the linguisEic ontology

for theoriee formulated in

ordinary language, but the onEological imporÈ of a theory can be raËher
8

The

distinction

betv¡een languages and

example, the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory,

first-order predicate

systero.

theories is a relative one" For

or ZF, is a

Èheory

in relation to

a

But ZF is a language in relation to a physical

t.heory.
9

f use double quoÈatione

because here

I write at the level of

meta-

uretalanguage, Thie ie another example of semantic closure of ordinary language.
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explicated only when some logical reconstruction of a theory is carried out. In
other words, every sentence of a theory may be transformed until it can

fitted into

some

be

formal logical system i,¡hich is not semantically closed.

The

resulting froro such a logical reconstrucËion is said to represenÈ the

sentence

logical form of the original senteo"".l0 According to Quine, the logical form
of a sentence is beet explicated in a first-order predicate calculus (or QS,
formulated in section 4, chapter 0), raEher than, say, second-order predicate
ca

lculus

.

Following Kant and Russell, Quine considers the predicaÈe rrexistrr in

ordinary language not as a genuine predicate. Instead, Quine found some logical
constant in

QS

which expresses

6ome

of our understanding of what rrexisttr

means.

In his influential paper "0n What There Isrrr Quine has argued that the
existential (or particular) quantifier "catchestt some of the intuitions of
"existencett in ordinary language. His argument for treating this existential
qualifier as enbodying Èhe fundamental Bense of ttexistencet' in firsÈ-order

predicate calculus can be formulated in the following poinËs.
1. All proper narnes (e.g., 'rsocratestt) and general names (".g., tttablett) in

ordinary language may be replaced by definite aud indefinite descriptions,
respectively.

2. Definite descriptions

may be paraphrased

quanËifiers, variables and identiÈy in

3. ExisÈential quantifiers in

in terms of existential

QS.

QS may

be interpreted in Tarski'e eemantic

framenork, so the truth conditions for 6entences containing existential

quantifiers nay be deterrnined by some domain of objects.
Therefore, 4. ttTo be ie to be the velue of a variable.tt
10

Kaminaky

(f982)r pp. 40-41.
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I shall

examine each

1. All general

of these points briefly,

names can be treaËed

example, "table" can be Eranslated
Many proper names can be

For

into "a physical object *¡ith four 1egs..

easily translated into definite deecriptions.

example, "Socrates" can be Eranslated

into t't,he t.eacher of Plato"rt

rlames cannot' however, be transformed so

difficultiee,

as indefinite descriptions.

easily.

Quine suggests

o

tt

For

Soue proper

that in

case of

iuto artificiallyconstructed predicates. If the proper name is trptr (".g., ttpegasustt), Ëhen t'ptt

any

such proper name6 may be translated

can be translated inEo "the individual which
which

is being Prrr or ttthe individual

P-ize."ll

2.

Assuming

that all

names can be

translated into descriptions, all

general nanes in ordinary language can be translated inÈo tt(Ex)Ê*rtt where p is
an l-place predicate which denotes a subset of some domain ae the arguments of

the l-place predicates (Cf. sections l, 2, chapter 0). For exanple, the general
name "Èable" can

be translated as "(Ex)(tx)rtt r,lhere the predicate

rtTrt f ixes

extensionally some set of objecËs which q¡e ordinarily call "table.tt For
definite descriptions, Quine utilizes Ruesell'e theory of descriptions to give
conÈextual

definition of definite description.

Definition
(

(

1.

I

x)px)=r* (nx) (y) ( (py -.¡x=y)&u.x)

rn colloquial language, definition l.l eays that the x which is p is
as well d , means that there is exactly one p aud whatever is p is
aleo0(. For exarnple, "Pegasug is fictionaltt is defined ae
"(Ex) (y) ( (ry-7 x=y)&Fx), " where trp' is "being pegasue', and ,F* ig
ttbeing

3.
1l

fictional."

As we saw

in section 5, chapter 0, the central (but not prinary) uotion

Quine (1948)r pp. 7-8.
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in Tarski'e 6eEaDLicE is ttsatisfaction."

Tarski defines the notion of

satisfaction as follows.

Definition

I

"2

Let =(or,...ron) be a sequence of
Let

"Rtt be a

R(o,,

ob

jects. Let

ttPrr

be a predicate.

relaÈion. Then, f or all k, cc saËisf ies

ttP*xr, ooorxntt

if f

..., o< is in the domain.

Tarski's definition of satisfaction ie mathematically accurate, but not
philosophically adequaEe unless one has already undersÈood the notion of
lrdenotation.t'12 thi, is because
definition 1.2 presupposes that each object o¿
in the sequence is asigned to each variable x¿ in the ârgunenË of the predicate.
The notion

of "o¿ is assigned to xrt'is

*ù.tt In other words, a

sequence

Èhe same as

the notion tro¿ is denoted

of objects saÈisfies a

sentence

if and only if

the sentence denotes a sequence of objects. I{hen Quine interprets
exisËenEial quantifier, he assumes this inplicitly.

by

an

Moreover, he assumes one

v¡orld as the domain of objects. That is, an existentially quantified sentence

is satisfied (ot trrlel3) if and only if the sentence has at leasÈ one denotatum
in the world, l¡hich makes the appropriate substitution instance. The
existential quantifier, according to Quine, forms the ttbridgert between
and reality.

language

point is crucial to an understanding of the connection betrseen
Quine's Iinguistic ontology and Putnam's anti-realiet argument. I shall look
The above

to

the following point. The original formulation of Quine's
linguistic ontology is intended to be realistic. That ia, it ie intended to
link a Èheory semantically to its ontologieal domain, which is supposed Èo be a
ahead

L2

8ÈaÈe

Field (1980),

p.

13

In most non-Ëechnical contexts, treating rrsatiefactionrt and rrtruthn
the same does not lead to misunderstanding (cf. section 5, chapter 0).
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ag

fragment of the W0RLD. (ttre

WORI,D

is the

of any theory.)

Hence

this

independent

true. As I r¡i1l

show

is

"ready-made" and

domain should be unique

in the next chapter,

is no unique intended ontological

r¿or1d which

if the Èheory is

Putname has demonstrated.

that there

to which a theory refers. Therefore,
if Putnam is correct, then Quine's linguisÈic ontology is at best futile.
I shall digress briefly Eo mention thåÈ Ehe existential reading of "(Ex)"
is not the only one. Some philosophers and mathematicians argue instead for the
domain

substiÈutional reading of t'(Ex)," which they prefer to call a rparticular
quantifier.[ Alex Orenstein compares the semantic conditions of che two
readings as follows.
Tarskian Condition

t'(E*¡tp*tt is true if f ttFx" is satisf ied
by

some

object.

SubstituÈional Condition
"(E*)sFxrr is true if f some substitution instance of ,,(Ex)s¡*,, ie tr,re.14
Orenstein argues against Quine that a substitutional reading of,'(Ex)t'in

ontological significance or referential force.l5 The debate on
the proper reading of the quantifiers is beyond the scope of this thesis, but I
some cases has

shall poinE out that even if one grants Èhat substitutional reading of "(Ex)"
has onLological significance, "(E*¡ttt are not acceptable to Quine as far as
linguistic ontology is concerned. This is
denumerably many names as

because there

substitutional instances for

are, at

rr(Ex)srr¡

mosr,

which inplies

the cardinal nuurber of the world is never greaËer thanc¿or Alef-0 (cf. section
14

OrensÈein

(I984), p.

146.

15

orenetein argueB thaÈ Quine has overlooked the distinction between
substitutional conditions and truEh conditions for the subetitution instance in
the substitutional reading of "(Ex).'! The ontological irnport is due to the

laËter,

and

not to the former.
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3,

chapter 0). This is argued by Quine hinself.16

I shall return to this point

in Chapter 2.

4"

Based on

the above three points, Quine formulaEes his criterion of

ontological commitment: "To be is to be
and t'(x)tt are definable

in terms of

each

Ëhe

value of a variable.t' Since tt(Ex¡"

otehr, then if the former has

ontological import, the laËEer must also have ontological import. The criterion
provides a tool to explicate the ontological import of any given theory. In

criterion provides a standard to decide what a theory is
committed to. "A theory is comuritted to those and only those entities Ëo which

Quine's language, Ehe

the bound variablee of the theory must be capable of referring in order that the
affirmaÈions made in the theory be true.ttlT sirr"" Quine chooses firet order
predicate calculus into which all theories may be translated, the values of
variables must be individuals. But there are no restrictions on the typee of

individuals permitt,ed, as far as the criterion of ontological commitment is
concerned. The ueËa-Èheory which explicates the ontological inport of any given
theory in accordance to Quine's criEerion of ontological comuitment is later
ca1led Quinean

lineuistic ontology.

It is important to note thaÈ Quine

does not claim

that linguistic ontology
is a substitute for ontology in the traditional sense. Linguistic ontology is
rather a prologue to ontology. The latter is concerned v¡ith what Ëhere is in
the t¡orld" The former is concerned with what a given theory presupposee there

is in the world,

the theory is true. After one explicates the
ontological iurport of theories r¡hich âre roost acceptable at the present time,
one may be able

assu,ming

to decide which theory describes the world noet faithfully,

16

Quine (1968), p. 64.
17qrlirr" ( 194S), pp. r3-14.
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and

consequently, what the world, independently of languageo is like.

In

Quine's

own words:
We

look to bound variables in connection with ontology not in

order to know what there is, . . . and this much is quite
properly a problem involving language. But r¿hat there is ie
another question.

is

what there

.

l.Ie musL

not jumP to the conclusion that

depends on words.18

As a linguistic philosopher, Quine shares witb oÈher linguistic
philosophers such as Putnam and Goodmarrl9 the viev¡ that "it is onLy as thoughts

are expressed in v¡ords that we can specify then.2o Horo"*r"t, as a naturalist,
Quine insisÈs

that

alEhough we have no

direct epistemic

access

to the world

except through language, "the world" is embedded in our very use of language
it rnakes no sense to deny t'the world." He claiue that rrthe guestion whether

and

there is really an external ¡¡orld after alltt ie a bad philosophical question.tl

2L

Section 3: The scope of Quinean lineuistic ontologv
The Quinean

linguistic ontology discussed in the last section

appears very

general, in the sense that its scope is not restricted only to mathematical

theories. It is

supposedly applicable

ordinary language. Quine is not clear
however,

to all scientific Èheories expressed in
r^¡hat

a theory in ordinary language is;

it is very quesÈionable if his linguistic ontology is applicable to all

theoriee.
The

prerequisite for Quinean linguistic ontology is axiomatization of

a

given t.heory in first-order calculus, but for uany scientific theories euch
18
19

Ibid., p.16.
Cf.

Putnam

(f979)r pp. 1-32;

p.
Quine (1957), p.

20quine (1981),
2L

Goodman

2.
230,
40

(1978)¡ pp. l-7.

as

Freudian psychology, axiomatization is very difficult,
has explained this point clearly. "[A] fruitful

if

noÈ

impossible.

Suppe

axiomatizaÈion of a Èheory is

possible only if the theory to be axiomatized eubodies a well-developed body of
knowledge
Èo a

for which the sysÈernic interconnection of its concepts is

understood

high degree."22
A forÈiori. nany theories formulated in ordinary language nay not, even in

principle, be axiomatizable in an undistorted way. Ordinary
"richer" than the

language

language

is

much

of first-order predicate logic, in the senee that its

synEactical rules are much less resÈrictive, and its semantical range is

wider. Also, ordinary

language

much

is semantically closed, so before any

axiomatizaÈion can take place, one hae first to de¡oarcate artificially the
ttob j
ect-ordinary language, rr ttmeta-ordinary language, tt ttmeta-rBeta-ordinary
languager" and so

on. As Èhese are in practice not viable,

Èhen

only the

I'object-ordinary languagertt which is a smal1 part of ordinary language, is
axiomatizable in first-order predicate calculus. This theeis resËricts its

to physical theories which are mathematically sophisticated

enough

formalized. An example of such a theory is classical parÈicle
axiomaEized

to

scope

be

mechanice

in firsE-order predicate calculus by Hontag,re.z3

Section 4: Do scientific theories pogsess anv reference at all?

In this section I shall

show

that

Ëhe

affirmative

answer

to the

above

question is the only plausible one. As tvro other possible standpoints,
22

Suppe (1977),

logical connections

p. 64. This high

åmong concepts and statenentB

often in mathematical form.

of

These well-developed

rnathemaÈical phyeics such as
23

Cf.

degree may be obrained

Hontague (1957)r

classical or

pp. 325-370.
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a

only if the

are explicable in principle,
theoriee are rnoBtly theories

quantum mechanics"

negative answer and qualification of t.he question as meaningless pseudoproblem, seeB to be impossible, I shall criticize t.heu briefly belor¿.
The

neo-Positivists are the main represenEatives of the view that al1

metaphysical sEatements are meaningless. Their criterion of meaning ie the

Principle of Verification, which states that rrthe meaning of a statement is the
method

of verificationrt'

verificaËion.

and roetaphysical probleme elude any

ecientific

The question concerning the ontological iroplications

way of

of theories

is uretaphysical iu character, and being such is, in principle, not verifiable.
Since the period of the neo-positivists movement, I926-L936, philosophers
in the analytical tradition have aÈtacked various aspecte of neo-Positivism,
which eventually led to the partial collapse of the movenent. There are two
sorts of criticisn.

l.

of the neo-Positivist nethod of verification is highly
unrealistic. In short, a scientist never verifies a hypothesis H alone
The application

of a particular framework,

Fr. A sensory state, say S' in fact
verif ies a seÈ of hypotheses H={II.,4.r...,H4} in q rather than IIn a1one, v¡here
H¿,...Hñare auxiliary hypotheses. Therefore the meaning of a verified 6taÈement
independent

is

deterruined by

2.

The

eay

<Sl,Hrr...,Hn) rather than by S. alone.

Principle of verification assune6 that there ie a purely

descriptive language of sensory states free from any ontological bias

implications. Otherr¿ise, the very use of

language

inplies that

and

we commit

ourselves Ëo soûe outological dornains. Such a language is called sense-data

or phenomenalistic language, as oppoBed to the things-language that
ordinarily use. Ilence the language of a scienÈific theory L containe a
language

sublanguage Ler,, which consists

¡re

only of osteneive predicatee and pseudo-

individuals, or the phenomena of alleged objects. Therefore the meaninge of
concePt8 of a scientific theory should be reduced only to the statements which
42

may be formulated

solely in L"t. For instance, "there is a red cat on the

table," which is a things-sent.ence, will be tranelaEed into t'Under euch and such
sensory state, Ëhere is a cat-shaped inage in my visual field, and this image
to me;

appears red

and under

the

same

condition, t.here ie a table-shaped

image

under the cat-shaped inage. If I move my hand toward the cat-shaped image,...r"
r¿hich

is a

sense-data description.

As indicated by Putnam,24

"ir,"e

Carnap had puÈ forward Èhe

project to

translate things-language into sense-data language, thirty yearB of research
been an

utter failure. It is reasonable to say no

such

had

tranelation is in fact

(if not in principle) viable. Ilence, scienEific theories cannot be formulated
v¡ithouÈ things-notions. This means that the language of existing scientific
Èheories has some ontological
implaus

implications.

So the

neo-Positivists'vie¡¿ is

ible.

Philosophers such ae Duhem, who claim Èhat ecientific theoriee have

no

reference, are called instrumentalists. They argue that Ehe sole goale of

scientific theories are: 1. naking predicitons of future evente on the baeis of
the observed events; and 2. devising the nost economical uathematical formulae
which describe Ehe observed events. For example, in quantum !ûechanics, the

formal system precedes the interpreEation, and physicisÈs may conduct nany
experimental researches while they ignore, or at least suspect, the

interpretations of their experimental findings.

So why should ecientisEs or

philosophers become involved in thisttmetaphysical qualmtt aB long as they can
increase the probability of their predictions?

It is true that

many working

scientists (especiaily the experimental

scientists) are ignorant about the ontological implicatione of their findings"
BuÈ

the fact is that they enploy things-language and that no one yet
24

Putnam (1979),

pp. l9-20.
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knowe hovr

translate things-language into sense-data language.
Their theories do have
reference (or ontorogical implications), even
if they expricitry d"oy it.25
Horeover' scientisEs musÈ have soûe pre-theoretical
awareness of v¡hat the
Ëo

theory
which they attempt to construct is abouÈ,
even though it may be very vague or
even false' otherwise, scientists
are incapable of determining if in Ehe
range
of verifiabiliÈy of their theories are atomic nucrei
or doge, which is certaiuly
absurd. Ilence the instrumenÈa1isËs- position
is also implausible.
since the three ans!/ers Èo the question
"Do scientific

theories possess

any

reference at all?tt exhaust'a11 logically
possible answers, the affirmative
answer is the most plausible one- r shall
make here, following l{rzesniew"ki,26
an important remark about this position.
The fact that theories have reference
does noË imply that they refer to the
f,IoRLD. For exauple, theories may
refer to
our subjective mental states rather than
the WORLD. Hence the affirmative
ans\{er to Ëhe question is 1ogically
independent from parmenides- pre'upposition
which states that theories refer to the
WORLD. Ilowever, the negative
answer

implies the denial of Paruenides'presuppoBition;
that is, if theories do not
Po'sess any reference' then theoriee do not refer
to the woRrD. rn this thesis
I shall sho¡¿ that theories do noE refer to
the Í.ÌORLD without the denial of all
reference of theories.
section 5: seniotic. lineuistic ontol0gv.
aud ideol0gv
rn sections 2 and 3, r have diecussed
Quinean

linguistic ontology and the

range of its applications. rn this section
r shaII define 'rlinguistic ontology
25

One should

distinguish ontolosical iuplicstione
of theories from
pragmatic implicaÈions of theories.
The former refers to whaË theoriee
logically inply there are, rshereas the
latter refers to what the coneËructors
and users of theories believe there
are"
26
Wrzesnier.¡ski (19g2), p. 76.
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of physical Eheories" in a more precise eray. The definition is Quinean ia
spirit, if not in substance. Furthermore, iË is defined in relation to
philosophical semantics. For the sake of convenience, from now on, a theory of
mathematical physics v¡i11 be denoted by the abbreviaLion

To. "Linguistic

ontology" will denote rnainly linguistic ontology of physico-naEhenatical

theories.

The context

rsi1l indicate which denotation of ttlinguietic

ontologyn

is intended.
Philosophical serniotics deals with the conceptual aspects of a language.
One can

artificially

1. Svntax:
aspecËs

trichotomize philosophical semiotics inEo three branches.

concerned

of a

with the grammatical structure

and the

fornal

language.

2. Semantics: deals rvith the meaning and refereuce of a language.
bifurcates semantics as foI1or".27

Quine

(a) The theory of meaning deals with the so-caIled intensional aspects
of a language. These aspectB, which are trmeaningr" rtsynonymytt (or
ttsamene6s of meaningtt), ttsignificancett (or ttpossession
of
meaningt'), and "analyticityt' (or tttrut.h by virÈue of meauingrt),
are studied under a fauily of intensional concepts.
(b) The theory of reference deals with the so-calred extensional
aspects

of a

ranguage, which are studied under a

fanily of

extensional concepts. They are t'referencert (or r,denotationtt),
ttnauing,

"

t'truÈh,

t' "models.rt Linguistic ontology
ie the theory of

reference.

3' Pragmatics: studies all aspects of a
of the language.
27

Quine (1953),

p.

130.
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language

in relation to the

ueer

One should

notice that both philosophers of language and linguistics

are

interested in synEactics, se!ûantics and pragmatics. The demarcation

beEv¿een the

three disciplines is not clear-cut, and the trichotomy is an artificial

one.

The three branches are closely linked.

Often a problem can be solved only in

a

joint study in trqo or three branches.

Definition

1.3

Linsuietic ontolosv is the study of relatione

R"=({(to)rOo

)

is the axiomatization of any given T" in a canonical
and D" is the ontological domain of any given T".

A(Tp)

Informally, linguistic ontology is not
A(Tp) and Do in both

concerned

directions. Rather, it is

where
language,

with the relatione

concerned

betsreen

with the relations in

the direction from A(Tp) to Dr. Therefore, linguistic onÈology is concerned

with R"=(A(T"),Do), not Rjr =(D'A(Tp)). rn other words, Rr are the semantical
relations between T, and their referents. If the thard corett metaphysical
realist is correct, then R" is a function. That is, for each Eheory (after
axionaÈization), one can determine one unique intended domain. A ttsoft corett
rnetaphysical realist may adnit thaÈ there are more than one intended rnodel

(".g., Prze:lecki (1969)).
is finite.

BuË one must

As ¡¿e shall see

insist that the set of intended

models

later, both versions of metaphysical realism

are

criÈicized by Putnan.
As one explicates R,

in

some language, which tray

or

may

not be the

language

of A(To), these linguistic for¡nulatione of R" are called ontological
6ettlements. So ontological settlements of T" are a set of etatemente lrhich
explicitly specify the range of the ontologicaL donain of 1o. OnÈological
settlements Bay be fornulated intensionally or extensionally. For example,

tt çp)=particlesrr is an intensional ontological 6ettlemen¡.28
28

Bunge (L974),

p. t8.
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tt'snoçr'

denotes-in-L'snors and nothing else'' is an extensional ontological
settlement"29 tt i, importanl to note that linguistic ontology, according to
Quine, is not exhausted by ontological settlernents. The claim that ontological

settlements do not exhaust linguistic ontology is the consequence of the Quinean
realist assumption. That is, there is a world independent of theories. If one
can exhaust

linguistic ont.ology in ontological settlements, then it

means

that

there are enough names Èo refer to all individuals which are the values of

variables. rn a denumerable universe, there are no problems. But
denumerable set

of

names we have cannot exhaust

Quine cal1s the expressible

the

a non-denumerable univeree.

parts of linguistic ontology, or ontological

settlements, ideologv. rdeology, in the Quinean sense, is devoted to
investigate the ideas that can be expressed in a theory.3o Specifically, in
extensional language, ideology is concerned with names r¿hich correspond to the
values of variables. In other words, lineuistic ontolosv is concerned r¡ith the

relations between a theorv and iÈ,s reference. not

bet.ween

a theorv and the

expressible Darts of its reference. This distinction is subtle but crucial in
understanding Quinean

ontology.

Quine gives an example

to illustrate

point.
The ontology

of a theory stande in no sinple

correspondence to

its ideology. Thus, consider the usual theory of real numbers.
Its ontology exhausts the real numbers, but ite ideology--the
range

of eeverally expressible ideas--embraces iudividual ideae

of only certain real
29

Quine, 1953,

3orbia., p.
31

Ibid., p.

p.

numb"r".31

135.

r3 r .
131 .
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Ëhis

Quine-s

point here can be put in a more rigorous r,aay. Let D be the

onEological donain of a theory. If the cardinal of D is greater than Alef-O,

i.e., it is non-denumerable, then there is no surjection from D to any set of
names. For the cardinal of any set of names is less than, or aE BosË equel to,

Alef-0.
The

distinction

realist assumÞtion.
is

beÈween

That.

linguistic ontology

irnplicitly

one does not hold the

realist assuuptionn

the distinction between linguistic ontology and ideology r¡il1 fail.

is

makes

a

is, there is a domain of referente D of a Èheory l¡hich

of the theory. If

independent

and ideology

then

This point

argued by Goodnan:

Yet doesn't a righE version differ frou a rürong one juet in
applying to the world, so that rightness itself depends upon

iuplies a ¡¡orld?
upon

rightness.

We

and

night better say Ehat "the world, depends

He cannoE

test a version by comparing it with

world undescribed, undepicted, unperceived,

. ;

and

a

while the

underlying world, bereft of these, need not be denied to thoee
who love
Goodmaa's

is

iÈ, it is

perhaps on the whole a r¡orld

well lost.33

points are thaÈ we have no epistemic access to the world as euch which

of our theories. All

is that there are many vereions of
the r¡orld which are constituted by our Ëheories. Therefore, Èhe distinction
independent

beÈween

the

WORLD

we know

and the expressible parts

of the world vanishes; Èhat is,

there is no cognitive distinction bet¡seen linguistic ontology, which ie
concerued r¿ith

is

concerned

Goodman

shat the world is like according to a theory, and ideology, which

with

how ¡ouch of

the world ie expressible in a theory. Ilere

explicitly argues against netaphysical realism.

33

Goodman

34Putnarn

(f978), p. 4.

(1980), p. 15.
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Âe Putnam has point"dr34

is not a netaphysical realist, but justifies his version of realism on the
basis of naturalisu.35 I.h"l1 not discuss this version of realism here;
Quine

rather, in section 7, chapter 2, I shal1 return to the distinction betr¿eea
linguisÈic ontology and ideology in the light of proxy functions, and see if
rhis distinction could be used to strengthen
posiÈion.

Now,

r shall clarify what r

mean

t.he netaphysical realist.'s

by "A" in definition 1.3.

Definirion 1.4

"4" is an operation of finding
its

such

A(Q, a subset of T"which has

as

the v¿hole tbeory Tp. A(Tp) is here the axiomaËization
of T" in a chosen formal language which explicatee the logical form of
consequences

ordinary language. This formal language is called ttthe canonical
language.'r The axiomatization of a theory consists of the following:

(a) the foundatioa of a theory: prinitive symbols, axioms, rules of
formation of wffs, and rules of inference;
(b) the superstructure of a theory: definitions and theorems.
relation

the foundation of a theory and the superstructure of a
theory is that the latter is the consequence of the former. The axiomatization
The

between

of any non-trivial theory is always incomplete in ühe sen6e that we do not
explicate all the consequences of the superstructure of such a theory. Ae far
as linguistic ontology is concerned, only the foundation of a theory is
relevant. This is because the superstrucÈure i" r"r"ly the logical coneequence

of the fouudation,

of the former ie the sarne aB Ëhe latter.
The axiomatization of a theory is the first part of a larger program,
i.e., the
and hence the donain

formalization of a theory. For¡oalization consists of three parts: l. a
compleËe explication of the prirnary symbols, the axiome, and rules of
fornation

of ¡¡ff; 2. definitions and theorems; 3. the inÈerpreÈation of Ta. l. and 2.
35

Quine (1981),

pp.

2L-23.
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belong to the axiomatization of a theory, whereas 3. is Ëhe task of linguistic
onLology.

Following Quine, the first-order predicate system, or QS, ie chosen as
canonical language. I,Ihy should

QS

t.he

be chosen as t.he canonical language? There

are two types of reasons for so doing: practical and philosophical ones. I

shall firet consider the practical
ie the

reasone.

i.e., it has the emalleet eete of primary
vocabulary and axiome which are rich enough to axiomatize To. Propositions
QS

tseakest formal Bystem,

systen PS ie weaker than QS, as PS does not include predicatee and quantifiers.

IE is sinply too
argument

for the axiomatization of Tp. For example, the following
is invalid if it ie Èranelated into PS"
weak

1. All physical objects have spatial
2.

An atom

dimeneione.

is a physical object.

3. Hence, an atou has spatial dineneions.
The above sËateloents can be

only syrubolized as follows:

(t*)P;(2*)A;(¡r)s.
Hence, no

logical connection

Contrarily, in

QS,

( 1# +)

(x{Px-sx}

\

{x{ex*e9.

Q4

among Ëhem can be found on

the level of

PS.

the argument is obviously valid.

tr"+)c*l[*-s*] (by nodus ponena, uninversar insranriation

and

generalizetion)
The pragmatic advantage

technically sinpler, rshich

of

Ëhe comparative weakneee

meane

of

QS

ie that it is

it ie eaeier to analyze it for philosophical

PurPoses. Moreover, there are rnore metatheorerns proved about

QS

than about any

other formal syetem. Finally, set theory can be forrnulated in QS ae a firstorder theory (Cf. section 4' chapter l). In principle, one can construct the
50

r¿ho1e

of claeeical

I shall

mathemaEice, røhich

nors consider

is

presupposed

in To, in

QS.

the philosophical reasone for chooaing

QS

ae the

canonical language. According to Quine, if we follow Ockham's razot, then
should choose QS as the canonical language

in order to

avoid

l¿e

"unecessary

ontological commitrnents to additional properties or relations. Moreover, if the
domain

of a theory consists of properties,

one can siroply

treat these properites

as individuals, and Èhere vrill be no need for higher-order predicate 6ystems.

In Quine-s lrords:
I{e can adnit attributes by reckoning then lproperties] to the
universe of objects which are the values of our variablee of

quantification. . . . There are thoee who use so-called predicate
variables in predicate position and in quantifiers, writing

things like'r(¡p)p¡.tt..
attributee

and

refer

If

we are alao going

Èo them, then

clarity is

to quantify over

eerved by ueing

recognizable variables and distinctive names for the purpoee
noÈ

nixing these up with the predicates

Lejewski is one of the philosophers

and

36
"

whom Quine

criticizee in the

above

quotation.3T Like OrensEein, Lejewski holde a substitutional interpretation of
"(Ex)" and he claing the substitutional condition of "(Ex)t'has no ontological

import. Rather, eubstitution instances

have ontological

inport,

buË

only if

they are uames whoee trutb conditione have ont.ological imports. According to

Lejewski, thie is why it is possible to interpret "(Ex)tt in such a way that it
has no ontological
meaning

of

"(Ex)rr

inports in higher-order predicate sysÈems, In short,

in higher-order predicate Bystems

can be grasped

ca8e. In this paradign case, "(Ex)'k in higher-order predicate
36

Quine (1983),

p"

116.

37l,eje*reki (f976)¡ pp. l-28.
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the

in a paradign

Bystems can be

to a disjunction of "(Ex)"p in a first-order predicate system.
precisely, the paradigm case is as the following,
reduced

The paradigm

of the subsEitutional reading of

"(Ex)'n

More

in higher_order

sys Èem8

Let a domain D of values over which the variabres of (rx) ranges be nonempty and finite" Let a seÈ of n names be napped one-to-one onto D. Theee

will be the subetitution instances of (trx),
38
(EF)Fx= F*,1 v Fxrv ... vFxr,,.--

name6

Then

Hence, tt(Etrt¡"

in the higher predicate

not necessariry commit one to
more entities Èhan "(E*¡" ia the first-order predicate eystem" Lejewski
concludes

that

sysÈem does

rejection of higher-order predicate systems on tbe basie
of Ockham'B tszor is ill-founded.
Quine'e

I shall not diecuss further on the debate bet¡¿een Quine and Lejewski. It
is sufficient for our Purpose to note that Quine'e criticisme of higher-order
predicate systems are based on his existenÈial interpretation of r(Ex).rl
Now I shall return to the main stream of my concern and shsll diecuee

some

featuree of the axiomatization.

1" For

any given

theory, there is always uore than

one nay

to axiomatize

it.

For example, when Suppee axiomatized the claeeical particle mechanice, he
hras altare that one could take either the given external force or the
resultant
force ae the prirnitive synbol.39 A criterion to decide which axiomatization ie
the trbest" one for a given theory ie, at leaet partially, extra-rogical, and r
shal1 not discuss it here.

2"
doee

The acceptance

of a certain formal

language ae the canonical language

not neceesarily imply that it exhauste all aspecte of the language of
38
3

Ibid., p" 16.

9srrppee ( 1957 ),

p.

294.
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T.

There are always sone features

included.

of scientific

language which

ç¡il1 not be

limitations of a canonical language catr be justified as long as
they are expl-icitly staeed. For example, Quine explicitly staËes linitatioa of
QS

Theee

as f o1lor+e:

If all predicates are to be simple, there

can be no provision

adverbial nodification of predicates to form

for

nevr predicates.

adverbe themeelvee--adverbial phraseB--are evidently wanted in
unending supply and without

linit of complexity" For this

purpose, grarîmatical categoriee of adverbs are required; .
There are other

linitations of QS. For example, QS is solely exteneional.

intensional notions such aB ttmean the
expressible in

.40

samerrr

Thue

rrie neceBsary Ëhalrrr elc., are not

4L
QS.

I shall conclude this secÈion by stating that, ia spite of the above
limitations, QS is the most plausible candidate for the canouical language of
T* given available fornal systems.
Appendix: Five meauinqs of axiomatization of a theorv

In the previous sections, I have ueed the notion tfaxiomaËization of
theory.rf But this not.ion is not used by rogicians, mathematicians, and

a

philosophers in the same way, and it is therefore necessary to single out what I

by the phrase. According to Stegnllller, Èhere are five meanings of
axiomaËization of a theory, or an axiomatic ey"ter.42 Each of then will

rnean

40

Quine (1970),

4L

Quine

is far

p.

31.

later sgrees ¡¿ith

and away the best way

(1981), P. I2l.

So QS

be

Donald Davideon

that trquantification over

of constructing adverbial conetruct.ionst,

evenÈB

[Quiue

is Btill sufficienr, for the adverbial conetructione.

the price ie that the ontological domein ie expanded to include
42
Stegrnllller ( 1976) r pp. 30-37 .
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evenËs.

Bur

(a) A theory is an axiomatic systen (a) if
following conditions:
i'

and

only if it satisfies the

it is å eet of statenents ¡*hich are logical

consequencee

of

a

finite subset of this set;
2. the statements åre not
ordinary ranguage with

expressed
some

in formar ranguage, but in

relevant nathenatical symbols;

3. the set of axioms consiete of statenente which epecify
intuitions of primary conceptg

the

For example, Euclidean geonetry in the originar form is an axiomatic
system
(a).

(b) A theory is an axiomatic 8y8teu (b) if and only if it
satisfies I.
2" in (a). For example, Hilbert-s axiomatization of Euclidean
geometry

ie an axiomaÈic systern (b).

(c) A theory is an axiomatic system (c) if
following three Êets:
l.

and

and

only if i¿ consists of the

a non-strpty eet p of prinary vocabulary;

2' a non-eupty set

of well-forrned formulae according Ëo some rules
of formulation of wff;
W

3' a non-emPty subset A of I{

that all theoreme of the axionatic
syetem are the logical coneequencee of A according to eome rules
of inference. A ie carled rra set of axiom'rr or ra eet of
euch

postulates .It

For example, QS ie an axiomatic system (c).

(¿) A theory ie an axiomaEic eysteu (d) if and only if it
ie an infornal
definition of a set-theoretical predicate. For exampre, suppeaaxiomatization of the claesical parËicle mechanice is aa axionatic

54

sysren (d).

42

I shal1 illustraËe axiomaËic systen (d) in the followiug informal setLheoretical definition of a group.
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X is a group if f there exists a B and a * euch t.hat

(a)

X=(8,

*);

(b) B is a nou-empty set;
(c) * is a function v¿hich maps Bz onto B;
(d) f or all (,P, [ € B: oi *(P * D =(,t*p)* f,;
(e) for all drp ¿ B, Èhere is a Îi- e B such thata(=p*fr;
(f) for alloc, p eB, there is a Îf € B such thato¿=ú*P.
(e) A Èheory is an axiomatic system (e) if

and

only if it ís a formal

definition of a set-theoretical predicate.
I sha1l not diecuss comprehensively the relative

advantagee and

of each axiomatization, except the following poinÈ.
Axiomatization (d) ie argued by Suppes and later by Sneed44 and Stegntllle.45
dieadvantagee

the moet, expedient axiomatization of ecientific theoriee. Suppes' clain is

",

a

Practical one; that ie, physical tbeories are more eaeily axiomatized iu sense
(¿) than in Benge (c) as the later is more rigoroue, Since the former ie

for the axiomatization of actual phyeical theories, there ie no need
for a more rigorous axiornatization (c) of then in the nethodology of ecience.
adequate

However, as axiomatization (d) an¿ axiomatization (c) are
and passage from (d)
42

Suppes

to (c) is always, at leaet in principle, poesiblen I ehall

(I957), pp. 29I-304.

43tbi¿., p.35"
44

Sneed (1971),

logically conpatible,

pp.1-15.

4sst"grlltler (Lglil, pp.

30-39.
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adoPÈ ehe

(c) meaning of the axiomatic system in thís theeie ae såtisfying
al1

formal requirements.
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CIIAPTER

TWO: PUTNA}I-S

MODEL_THEORETICAT CRITICISMS OF METAPHYSICAI,
REAI,IS}T

rn this chapter, r shall first

examine various types

of models.

Secondly

I

shal1 Present the model-theoretical approach to linguisLic ontology. Then I
shall discuss Putnam's recenÈ raodel-theoretical criticisn of netaphysical

realism and, finally, r shall show Èhat Quine's notion of proxy function cannot
be used

for justification of metaphysical realism.

Section l:

Tvpes

of

Models

The concept rtmodel'r

is

differently in differenÈ contexts. rt is
necessary to distinguish the different Èype6 of models to avoid the confueion
of
meanings. r shall rist the forlowing seven types of nodere: (a) ecare, (b)
maEhematical,

used

(c) icon, (¿) set-theoretical, (e) interpretive, (f) fornal,

(g)

non-verbal. I

(a) In ordinary discourse,
Definition

"modelstt moet often denotes ecale models.

2.1

is a scale model of X iff
(a) both M and X are phyaical objects;
(b) the s ize of. X is not equal to M;

H

(c) for a set of defined propertiee of X (excluding the property
of
size), H and x are cousidered to be 'Tirtuarry identicalr'
according to some etandard of rtvirtual identity,rl
The concept

ofttscale models'f is not rigorous in the Ben'e Ëhat there
is no one unique standard of virtual identity. For exampre, a toy câr
1

r do not strictly follovr Herueren's presentation of the seven types
of
modele" Specifically, I have discussed non-verbal nodele rather than
Baraithwaitian uoders. Also r use the term
'icon
iltheoretical model.rt
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moder,r

rather than

may be considered

a scale model of a car for a child, but aot for

mechanical engineer v¡ho is interesÈed
standard

of virtual identity is

(b) Mathematical

in designing a car,

much more demanding

models are often used by physicists as

for

a

because the

Ëhe engineer.

tools

Èo describe

in the process of construct.ing a theory.
Definition 2.2
daÈa

is said to be a mathematical nodel of X iff
(a) x is a seË of empirical data, usuarly obtained from some

M

experimeBts;

(b)

M

(c)

Èhe

is a set of mathematical

equations;

extra-logica1 constants and predicates in x may be

interpreted enpirically to refer to objectÊ and relatione
observed

(d)

in the experiments;

M describes

X in the sense that M organizes X uaing a set of

mathematical statemente which are coneisten! with x.
Souetimes a set

of mathematical equatious

can be a mathematical model

of two different sets of enpirical data" For example, a wave equation can
mathematical model for Èhe empirical data,. of the Bystem of stùinging
pendulum, and the systeE

(c)

of oscillating electric circuits.

ie a controversial topic in the philosophy of
science. There is no agreement among philosophers on the cognitive

The "icon model"

role iÈ plays in a theory.

Some

philosophers auch as Nagel and Eesse

clain chat icon models are integral

components

of physical theories,

others, such as suppe, deny this c1ain.2 since rticon moderrl
has no direct bearing on the resE of this theais, I shall not commit
r¡hereas

rnyself to a definition of "icon modelrr given by either
suppe, (I977), pp. 95-IOz.
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camp,

but instead shal1 give
presented a
enough

some general accounts

definition of "icon

model" r+hich

to be acceptable to both camps. Icon

of it.

Orcutt

has

is general and vâgue
models "are

representations in l¡hich details, that appear inessential for intended
uses, are ommitted. A[n icon] model is intended to represent the real

thing in significanE aspects.tt3 For example, Bohr's bitliard rnodel ie
an icoo model of the kinetic theory of gases. As pointed out by
Ilermeren, the
nany

billiard model is not really an actual box coneisËing of

billiard balls; it is

raEher

a series of hypotheses about gases and their inner
structure of the following kind: that gases consist

of molecules, that these molecules

do

not exert

forcee on each ot.her except aÈ impact, ...
forth.

any

and so

4

So an icon model

of a theory T is a theoretical idealization of T in

the sense that somerrinessentialtt relatious'in T are o¡nitted. I shall
end these remarks by asking the

following questions which will remain

open. Do icon models have any reference? If lhe ansvrer is poeitive,
what is the relation beÈvreen the domain of referente of an icon nodel

of T and that of

T?

(¿) A forual definition of the set-Èheoretical model, which is sinply
referred to as ttmodeltt in chapter 0, has been given in section

5,

chapter 0. Here I shall present infornally the notion of the set-

theoretical nodel. It is a eet of uninEerpreted statemente constructed
3Orcutt (1967), p. 69.
4

Hermeren (L974),

p.

L79.
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ín accordance \4¡ith some syntacÈic rules, and it does not refer to
anything. Let M=(0, R¡,..., Rrr), where D is a set of individuals,
every R¿ is a sequence of individuals in a certain order. Now,

and
one

gives "meaning" to a formal sysLem by assigning one or nore
individual(s) in D to each constant and assigning one or more
sequence(s) of objects R¿ to each predicate in S, If this assignment

is successful, each constant in S will correspond to an individual in
D, and each predicate will correspond to a Eequence R¿. and
Êtatement formed recursively in terns of these coustants

predicates will

be said to be satiefied.

a

and

If every staEement in S is

satisfied in M, then M is said to be a set-theoretical model of s.
The notion of the set-theoretical

Every set ã

of

uodel ie described by Tarski:

sentencee determines uniquely a claes

K

of mathematical systeus; in fact, the claee of all
those mathematical systeme

in which every sentence of. z

holde. ! is sometimes referred
syetem

Èo ae a post,ulate

for K; mathematical syste¡ns which belong to

K

are called rnodels of Z .5

Tareki refere to formal systems as rrpoetulate eystene.tt ThaÈ ie, the
roodel

of a postulate system s is a mathematical structure in

which

every stat.enent of S is satisfied or true.6

I sha1l further illustrate the notion of the set-tbeoretical
the following
5
6

¡oodel in

example.

Tarski (1954), p. 573.
As loenÈioned in footnote 13 in chapter l, I shall use fteatiafactionrf

"trut.htt inÈerchangeable in

mosË

non-technical contexts.
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and

Def

init ion

2

.3

A lattice is a mathematical structure {r#r*),

v¡here # and * are

binary operations on A, ca1led join and meet, respectively.
saEisfy the following postulaEee for any a,b,c

(a)

a#a=a,

a*a=a;

(b)

alt'b=blÞa,

a*b=b*a;

(c)

a{t(blfc)=(alfb)lfc,

a*(b*c)=(s*b)*c.

(d)

a#(a*b)=a,

a*(a#b)=a;

Nor¿

let the lattice be a postulate systen"

The

They

A:

following three

naLhemat.ical structures are modele.

l" Mr=(ArrGrL), where

Aa iB a set

of natural numbere,

great.est conmon divisor, and L ie the least

2. M"=(A.r&,v),

common

G

is the

uultiple.

A ie the set of welr-formed fornula of
sentential logic, & is the conjunction, and v ie the disjunction
(in classical logic).
where

3. Mr=(Arr^ru), where A is the eet of abstract BetB, zr is the
operation of inÈersection, and,,r is the operation of union.
For example, let M be the noder of a lattice.

The

following

will satisfy rhe first part of (d) (i.e., a#(a*b)=a).
us assign 3 to ttar" and 7 to rrb," This assignment eatief ied
assignmenÈ

Let

the left side the least product of 3 and 7 ie
2L. The greatesÈ diroior of 3 and 2L íe 3, eo 3 is aasigned Ëo

"a#(¿rt6)="tt because on

"a#(g*6¡." on the right side 3 is aesigned
ie equal to the right side.
(e) Interpretative

co rraorr so

the lefE side

are the inteneional counterparte of the eettheoreÈical ruodel. Instead of aeeigning objects and sequences of
modelB

objecte in a nathematical structure respectively to variablee and
predicates in a posÈulate sysÈem, one "fixestr the exteneion of the

6I

domain

of objects

and predicates by intensional means. ThaÈ

virtue of the meaning of certain

naneg

of objecte

is, in

and propertiee in

ordinary language, one determines the reference of these objects
propert ies

and

.

Definition

2.4

is an interpretative model of X iff
(a) X in an uninterpreted calculus;

M

(b)

M

is a set of

(c) in virtue of

name6

in ordinary

Èhe meanings

language;

of these

narneg,

the extension of

constants and predicates is deteruined.T

following example of the inÈerpretative model is provided
Bunge. I
The

by

Example Let x by the ordered pair (MrO); M ie t.he concepË of mass in

particle
seE

(a)
7

mechanics

of positive real
M

M:

P:+R+, (M naps a set of particles into the

numbers) and additive:

is an additive function;

The extension

The inteneion

if f

of an expression E is the set D of individuals denoted by E.

of an expression is whatever it is that defines D. [palner

(1981), PP. 190-r911. Quine has deuonstrated that inteneional concepr6
are not
reducible t.o extensional concepts on the basis of observable linguistic
behaviours ICf. Quine. (tg5f) and (1960), chaprer II].
Èhat inËensional notione are illegitimate.

But thie does nor inply

Rather, Quine haa only ehowed that

intensional notions cannot be eludicated on the baeis of obeervable linguietic
behaviours. So Quine's demonstration does not reject the viability of the

interpretative nodel.
SBunge (L974ù, p.

18.
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(b) 0(P)= a set of particles;
(c) M(x)= intertia of x for every s ê P (s is any individual of P
x is any individual of

and

M;

(d) M occurs in the equations of notion of particle uechanics
nultiplying

the particle acceleration"

In (b), the extension of 0 is determined by the ueaning of the name
I'particle,tt which is supposed to be underetood antecedently preÊheoretically by the scientific
(f)

co.-uniËy.

The notion of the fornal model is the "irwersett of the notion of the

model-theoretical model. Kaplan defines it in the forrowing way: "a
model

of a theory which presents the latter purely

uninterpreted

Definition
M

eB

a structure of

symbols . tt 9

2.5

is a formal model of X off X is a seË-theciretical

For example, the classical particle mechanice after

model

of

Þf"

Suppes'

axiomatization is a formal system of the claseical particla

mechancs

foruulated in ordinary lauguage. To avoid terminological confusion, I

shall ref er to formal models in Quine's term, i.e., tttheo¡y formg.tr
In Quine's words, a theory form is obtained in the following way.
I.Ie may

picture the vocabulary of theory as comprieing

logical signs such as quanlifiers

and

the signe for

the truth functions and identity, and in addition
descriptive or nonlogical signs, which, typically, are
singular Èerms, or names, and general terms, or

predicates.

Suppose

comprise the Ëheory,
Ilermeren ( 1974),

p.

next that in the stat.emente which

that is, are true according

182 .
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t,o

Ëhe theory, we abstract. from the rneanings of the

nonlogical vocabulary and fron Ehe range of

Èhe

variabres. \{e are left with the logical form of the

theory, orr as I shall say, the theorv form.

10

I shaIl call the conceptual process of transforming a theory to its
theory form, as described by Quine, the disiuterpretation of a theorv.
as oPposed to the interpreEation of a theory by conetructing a set-

theoretical model of that theory.

(g)

The ttnon-verbal model"

is an important notion in the later

neo-

Positivist (".g., Hempel, przetecki) approach. rt plays an important
role in Putnam'e model-theoretical arguments againet metaphysical
realism, as \.¡e shall see later. To construcE a non-verbal rsodel, one
has to distinguish bet¡veen empirical truth c_onditions and senantic

truth conditions in Tarski's sense. For the sake of convenience, I
shall refer to the latter sirnply ag rrlruth conditions.rr First, r
shal1 define what empirical truth cooditions are.

Definition

2.6

Let o-objects be the rniddle size objects that will be perceived in
suitable conditione by any person who looks at then at any monent.
Let R6 be the relation which is defined ou Èhe domain Do of o-objecËs.
Then Èhe enpirical truth condition v eatiefies the following
conditions:

(a) V is a valuation function which rnaps a set of statements Ro,
where the extension of Ro ie restricted to Drr iuÈo the set
T={lro}, where "1" referg to the true truth value,
to Èhe falee truÈh value;
l0

Quine (1968),

p.

53.
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and ,tOr refere

(b) V(Ro) is independent of any concepLual franework;
(c) v(Ro¿) is independenr of V(Ro;), for itj.
rn oEher words, empirical Erut.h condit.ion v is determined solely
ostensive definitions or the actions of pointing. And the truth

by

conditions of each observable relations R are indiependent of each
other. so V is a typical notion of neo-positivist doctrine, but it

differe from the early neo-psitiviste

approach because observational

terms refer to rniddle-size objects rather than the phenomenal

counterparts of these objects. That is, if v(R¿)=I, then tbe
extension of R¿ is in the domain Do. Now, r shall def ine The frnonverbal

model

Definition

.'l

2.7

H is a non-verbal roodel of X iff

(a) X is a postulate systern;
(b) M=(DorR6lr...rRon) i" a mathematical Btructure, where Do
is
domain of O-objects O¡, and for every Ro, V(no¡=1.
(c) M is a set-theoreËical nodel of p.

the

viability of the non-verbal nodel is questionable. The problem ia
that one cannot verify an observable statement independently from our
The

concePtual fraltrework. That

ho1istica1ly.

ie, one can verify an obeervable

The above expre'ses the contenË

of the

stat.erqenÈ

Duhen-Quine

holistic thesis.ll wh"t is inportant here is that putnam shows that
even if Èhe non-verbal model is viableo it doee not help netaphysical
realis¡n Icf. sections 4, 5, chapter 2].
11

Quine (1951), pp. 37-46.
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I have completed the presentation of the 6even ¡ypeg of models. In
this thesis, "model" refers to the set-theoret.ical model. "rnterpretative
Noç¡

" "theory f orm,tt and ttnon-vert,al modelrt ref er to the models in (e), (t),
and (g), resPectively" The other Èypes of models are noË direc¡ly relevant to
model,

the purpose of the thesis.
Section 2: The roodel-theoretical elemente in Quinean Iineuistic
ontologv
Quine has never attempted to construct a rigoroue semantic framework in
which the donain of T is represent.ated as a model. on one hand, there
are

philosophical reasons why Quine does not take this aproach, r¿hich r shal1
discuss later in this chapter. on the oEher hand,
Quine has aseumed Tareki-e
semantics in his existential interpretation of t,(Ex)rtt and it ie therefore
to
expected that there will be sinilarity between the two approaches,

i.e.,

linguistic ontology

and the nodel-theoretical approach,

to

r¿hich

be

Quinean

r shall refer

as "model linguistic ontology." I shall examine their kinship
in thie section.
The moet prominent model-theoretical features iu
Quine'e later ontological

writings (frorn onÈolosical Relativitv) is hie enphasis on the 6tructure of
the
ontological domain rather than the identiËy of the referents. This structure is
really ûothing but a uathematical structure in which all cloeed well-forned
formulae of a theory are true, and it ie just what a set-theoretical model
is.
As mentioned

in the last sect.ion,

Quine hae shown how a theory can be

disinterpreted to be the so-ca11ed theory form, which is devoid of referents
or
neanings' Then he goes on to say that the theory form can be re-interpreted.
Now we may

interpret this theory foru

anew by

picking a ne!,

universe for its variables of quantification to range over,
and
assigning objecÈs from this universe Èo the names, and choosing

of thie universe as extensions of the one-prace
predicates, and so on. Each euch interpretaÈion of the theory
subsets
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form is called a model of it. if it makes it come ouÈ true.

(rralics riru.
In the

) 12

above quotation, he has

explicicly

used nodel-t.heoretical

termB. This

clearly reflect.s the 6tructural (model-theoreÈica1) orientation of later Quinean
linguistic ontology. Due to his doctrine of onEological relativity, Quine
realizes that, on the sole basis of

T, it is possible to construct

daÈa

of linguistic behaviours

and

a theory

denumerably nany isonorphic modele by the so-

called proxy function.
Definitiou

2.8

Let D and D' be two ontological domains. Let o¿ and p reepectively
range over all n-tuples in D and D'. Let d¿ denote i object ofoé.
Let.¡t, rangee over any open wff of the form p(x,l ,...r\) in T. f is
proxy function relative to T from D into D' iff for any ín T,
7,
o{=(4{r...¡o(n) satisf ies p itf þ=<f(*r)r...rf(.øn)) satief íeeV.
Quine

further

arguee

that

we are given a Proxy function

rrone

ontology ie always reducible to another

f that ie one-to-one.ttl3

He

a

when

is epecifically

intereeted in a Proxy bijection, a function of ttthe sort where ne save nothing
but rnerely change or seem to change our object without dieturbing eitber the
structure or Èhe enpirical supporÈ of a scientific theory in the slighteet.tt 14
rf r cousider a domain of individuals as idenEical to I set of individuale, Eben
by Èhe Isomorphiem theorem proved in secEion 7, chapËer 0, I ehall prove that

every theory has a proxy bijection"

Proposition 2.1
Given any theory
T2

Quiue
13rb id .
,
L4

Quine

T.

Let D and D' be respectively lrùo sets of individuals

(1969)¡ pp.53-54.

P.
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"

(1981), p.19.
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of

tràro

Bodels of T, such that

D

Ehere is a proxy bijection from

nD' --ø. Ler T refer eo1ely to D.
Dto D'.

Then

Proof

Let

M=(D,R*) be isonorphic

to M-=(D.rR.*¡" Let

o<

and

p respectively

range

over n-tuples in M and M-. Let
f be eatisfied by a in M. By the
rsomorphism theorem, there is a function
f such that every n-tuple
{=(*r r..n,dn)e. R* íff. þ=<f(ür),...,f(øn))e R.*. By assumpt íon,
ía

satisf ied by oc in M.

p

/ is alBo satisf ied bVF. That is, o4=(do¡ no.¡4,,,)
satisf l-es
v if f Il =<f (q" ),..., f (øn )> satíef.íesrk, which is the def inition of
a Proxy bijection f. Therefore, for every theory T,
there is a proxy
bijection from D to D'.
So

the identity of individuals is not important since
vüe can always have a
proxy bijection from one domain to anoÈher. I{hat
natËers ie the structure of
the donain of referents. In Quine,s words:
So

Another such point has to do with v¡hat r carr proxy
functione.
.if we transform our predicate in a compensaËory way,
our
entire theory of the worrd wi1 persist verbatin and arl its

evidential links with sensory stinulation will likewiee
continue
undisËurbed. r have pointed the noral thet r¡hat
mattere ie

structure;

objects, concrete and abstract, faniriar and
recondite, maÈter onry as neutral nodes in the ,Ërr"to.".15
Èhe

This is an old idea which can be traced back
at reast to Rus'ell" Rueeell
sÈaÈed:

So far

aa

group

of events having the

s

15

Quine

physics can

show,

it might be possible for different
saue sEructure to have the eame parE

(I983), p.500.
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in causal series. . . . \{e could noL tell which would result from
a stimulus
properties.

knoTdu

only as to its physicalism, i.e., strucÈura1,

This is an unavoidabLe consequence of the

abstractness of physics.

If physice is concerned only with

structure, it cannot, per rg warranE inferences to any but the

sEructursl properties of

16

eveotB.

The rrabstractness

of physics" vrill be enhanced after the axiomatization of
theory in QS. Consequently, a theory does not iuply a unique ontological

a

domain. According to later Quine, raËher, a theorv onlv inpliee a unique
sEructure or structural ÞroÞerties of a domain. i.e.. a ¡nodel. Here I shall
conclude

that Quine is model-theoretical oriented in his later linguistic

outology

Section 3: The rnodel-theoretical approach to lineuietic ontoloey

In thie section, I shall first

examine why Èhe nodel-theoretical approach

ie very appealing in the analysis of theories of uathematical physics, or T".
This will inevitably bring ug to the realm of the methodology of physics. I
shall keep the digression to e minimu¡o.
At the outset' I shall

make rhe

there are tlùo kinds of "reference.t'

following distinction. For any given þ,

Tp. can

be said to refer to a range of

observable objects to which a theory applies, abbreviated as PE. T can also

said to refer to a physical system

in whicb the

is true. rhe
follov¡ing is the crucial point: The model ot a theorr ie p!- not !E
Linguistic ontology is not concerned r¿ith the donain of applicatione of
theory. Rather, it is

PS

Ebeory

a

with shat a theory inpliee there ;þ. Ae far
Tt is concerned, PH is merely a source of stirauli frorn which ¡¡e obtain data
about PS. The values of the variables in Ta are in ps, not in pH. so
l6

concerned

Russell (L927), p. 612.
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be

as

linguistic ontology is
Now

I shall

concerned ¡sith PS alone.

examine

to illustrate that only

briefly

PS

how PS

is constructed frou

is the proper subject

model

Ehe daÈe

giveu in

pE

of linguistic ontology.

In physice, we do Dot sinply study the world aB presented in PE. Rather, we
construct a model fron the data given from PH, which hopefully describes the
world faithfully. Cherry has put this point very clearly. "The stimuli received
from NaÈure--the sights and sounds--are not picturee of reality but are the
evidence from which we

build our personal nodels. or inpressions, of reality.IT

"Models" constructed by physicists are nothing buÈ physical systeme

or

Ilowever, these constructed PS are seldom present.ed in a rigorous rray.

pS.
The

rnodel-theoretical Bemantic framework providee a conceptual mean to achieve

rigorous reconstruction of PS. The following example provided by
l8
illustraÈe my point.

In classical

mechanics, one does

such

Suppe nay

not explain the falling of an actual

object 0a in lerms of parameters defined on 0a. Rather, one constructs an
isolated system of idealized ext.ensionless object.e Oi in a vacuum. Then one
selects a set of parameters E hich are considered "relevanttt to t.hie sy6tem.
Other paraneters are assumed to have no impact on the system. In this case,
only

Èhe

position

and BonenËum parameters

of the falling Oi aud the earth,

is aleo considered as an extensionless object, are relevant"

which

Then one tnessureg

the falling of 0a in PII. Finally, through varioue auxiliary hypotheses, one
converts the deta obtained from PH into position and momentum coordinat.ee of two
3-diroensional sPaces. The falling of 0a is repreaented as a change of the

quantitative
L7

change

of configuraÈions in these 3-dirnensional spaces over tine"

Cherry (f978), p.63"

lSsuppe (L977),

pp. 22I-230.
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If

one wants

to predict the behaviours of

classical mechanics, one has to convert

Oa

in

PE by

Ehe data

of

data about the measurable states in PH again Lhrough
hypo Lhes es

applying the laws in

of coordinatee into
a seE of auxiliary

Èhe form

.

The above example shows

that the relatione

between pS and pH

of

Èhe same

theory are mainly epistenological and pragmatic. PS is constructed on the basis
of the data obtained fron pH. The laws in ps with a set of auxiliary
assuuptions iu turn explain some behaviours of objecte in pE. But there are
necessarv ontolosical conections betr¿en PE and PS of Èhe esme

theorv.

though we often believe

that

are

no

even

relatione between the two. The
above example shows thaË the nodel-theoretical approach is useful
in the
methodology

Èhere

some

of physics.

The second, technical advantage

of the ¡oodel-theoretical framer¡ork ie its
mathematical rigor. That is, the sÈructure of PS is explicated compretely.
All
relations are defined exÈensionally as I set of n_tuplee. Moreover,
the rigor
allows one to do meta-ecientific analysis of To in a way sinilar to Eilbert,e
in
meta-mathematics. For example, by ueing the nodel-theoretical semantic
frameworkr von Neumana has proved that nave mechanics and matrix mechanics
ere
equivalent formulations of quantum physics,l9 Furthermore, if
tbere are
two

different metatheories, then there are different poesible interpretatione
at
Eeta-Eetslevel' Does quantuu physics refer to an inextricable block
of

the

object6,

aParaÈusr and observer,

or does it refer to objecte alone which night be chosen
on the basis of the rigorous exprication of ps ae a nodel?
There are further philoeophical advantagee of nodel-theoretical
franeworks.
That is, various traditional probleue in philoeophy roay
be foruulated more
exactly in terEs of uodel-theoretical notions. one of then ie the problem
of
I9

Suppe (1977),

p.

222.
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realisn.

The reformulations

of this *¡i11 be done in section 4 of this chapter.

Despite the above advantages, model- linguistic ontology has serious

linitaEions. First,

due

to the

Isomorphisrn theorem, a Eheory rnay be satisfied

by aIl isonorphic models. This is unaccepËable to a metaphysical realist because

of isoloorphic nodels"
(Cf. section 7, chapEer

one cannot. determine an intended model anong a clase

Secondly, due to Ehe LtJwenheim-SkoIeu theorern

or L-S, we know that
even

this

many

first-order theoriea are non-categorical,

'humblett knowledge

0),

and hence

of the Btructure of the world ie uot warrented

(Cf.

section 5)" As we shall see, this is a point euphasized by Putnam. Finally,
Bunge poinÈs out, a rnodel is a set-theoret.ical entity,'not a rrmaterial reel

object.tt

ttTbe semantic aeeurnption

in factual ecience correlaEee

def

ag

inite

mathematical etructure rsith real ByEtems--and a real syetem is noË å
mathematical objeca.rr20 So model linguistic ontology is aË best inadequate from

a realist standpoint. The first two linitatione are logical consequencee of the
choice of QS for axiomatization of To. As long as To ie in the form of a first-

order theory, there ie nothing one can do about them at the object level or

of QS. The third lirnitation is partially dealt by Suppea ae followe:
To define fornally a nodel as a seÈ-theoretical entiÈy l¡hich ie a

meÈa-level

certain kind of ordered tuple consisting of a set of objecte

and

relatione and operations on theee objecte ie not

Èhe

Ëo

rule out

physical nodel of the kind which is appealing to physiciete, for
the physical rnodel may be sinply taken to define the set of

objects in the set-theoreËicaI nodel"2l
Fron the above remarke of Bunge and Suppe6, we see that model linguistic
20

p.
2ls.rppes (t969), p.
Bunge (1974b),

12.
13.
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ontology is conpatible but inadequate from a realisÈ standpoinÈ.

One way Èo

this linitation is through incorporating interpretaËive models as \ileI1
as set-theoretical uodels in the so-ca11ed factual semanLics, which is ç¿hat
overcoûre

Bunge atÈeupts

to

ð,o.22

In the last section,

we have seen

linguistic ontology. In this section
model

that Quine has uoved toward

rnodel

we have seen Èhe appealing aspecte of

linguistic ontology as well as ite linitations.

I ehall conclude this

section by clairning Èhat despite itB limitations, model linguistic outology is

at leasÈ a very fruitful
framework

first step in constructing a semantic
for solving linguistico-ontological probfens.
and rigoroue

Section 4: Modele and poseible worlds

In this section I shall analyse the notion of rrmodel'r used in the real-istanti-realist debace by comparing iË with the concept of "poeeible world.'l
From the previoua sections, one can see why Quine says

that trontology

hae

huniliating denotion."23 Linguietic ontology, ae Quine formulatee
it, is originally the relation of language (theoriee) to the world. But, due to

undergone e

hie doctrine of ontological relaÈivity (cf" appendix) and the proxy function,
Quine has turned to the rnodel-theoretical approach, and linguieÈic ontology hag
a study of the relations of theories to the eÈructure of the domain
of their referente, or models. So it seems we are furÈher and further away from
now become

the actual world. I shall therefore show Putnam's viewe that

Þre cannot, even be

sure about the structure of Èhe domain of referents. If putnan ie right, theu

the "huuiliation of ontology" goes further than Quine realizee. But there is

still

in the very notion of
anÈi-realist debate, to v¡hich I ehall Èurn.
one more concePtual problem

22

Bunge (1974), eections 2.2-2.4.

23quine (1983), pp. 500-501

.
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ttmodelrf

in the realiet-

strictly speaking, a model is a mathematical structure. unlese one is
Pl-atonist or a Pythagorean who regards the world as just. a mathematical

a

structure,24 th"o it is foolish to aek if the intended nodel
is or is not a
fragmenÈ of the acÈual world. For it the actual world is not a set-theoretical
entiÈy or a mathenatical structure, then the actual world
and a model belong

to

different ontological Eypes. Therefore one should say that no model,
intended or not' is the actual world, for onry elemenÈe
of the same ontorogical
tv¡o

type can be identical. (A cat can never be identical to a prime number.)
r may
assume Èhat nost realiste and anti-realisËs are not pythagoreans
in the above
sense' so in the realist-anti-rearist debate philoaophers mugt, use the
notion

of

ttmodeltt

in a wider sense as well as in its proper sepse ae of fornal
semantice' I{hat precisely is the wider senge of trmodelrt in this conËext?
far as r am aware, Putnam has not clarified the second senee of ,rmode1.r,
rn the realiet-anti-realist debate, r
understood Eo have two meaninge.

r.

suggeeË

rrModelrr

Ae

that lmodelrr ie best

proper is used in the strict

mathematical sense, i.e., a mathematical structure in which
a theory ie true.
2' "uodel" is used in its r¿ider sense if it denotes the ,rpossible
world in a
ItPoesible
rnodel 8et.'t
world,t'in Kripke's Bense, refers to a state of affairs
which may be different from the state of affairs in the
actual worrd. r do not
claim that any philosopher explicitly or inplicitly actually merge'
these
two

notions in the realiet-anti-realisE debate. I{hat r clain
ie that the widening
of meaniug of ttmodels" to include t'possible worldstt ?rill enhance our
understanding

of

PuÈnam's

model-Èheoretical criticisns of realien in both
forrnar

and philosophical ssPects.

r shall

this in two steps. First, r ehall shoÌù
how the tt¿o notions can be fornally identified.
second, r ehall ehow hosr the
24

Bunge (1974b),

ehow

pp. 5-13"
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v¡ider seuse of "mode1r" i.e., "possible world in a model setrrr røil1 etrengthen
Putnam-s argunents and avoid the Pythagorean consequencee menÈioned above,

Let T be any first-order

theory. Then T can be identified ae a model set"

I shall define a model set as follows.

Definition

25

2.9

Let E be a set of røff in QS. Let o( and p be any wff, Then Z is

a

nodel set iff it satisfiee rhe following conditione:

(a) if x ie atonic, and o( € Z , then r o ÉZ;
(b) if ("( -+p)€2, Èhen e ê Z or pelz;
(c) if (x) & ê.2, where x ie f ree in c(, thenct(b/x)€ ã f or any
congt.aut (name) b which eubetiÈutee

It is not hard to

see

all occurrencee of x in c(.

that every coneistent firet.-order theory T can be

reconstructed ae a model set defined above. I shall prove the following
propos

it ion:

Proposition 2.2
LeE T be any coneiet,ent

first-order theory.

exists a model set,
abbreviated as m.s., such that for anyo¿,T l-o¿ iff u"e" l-a" (9tsfr"
Then Èhere

that,p í" syntactically derivable from a eet of

says

statements S.)

Proof

Let T be any first-order theory. I shall prove Èhe proposition by
constructing a 1' such that every & írL T- is derivable in T.

(1) A set of wffs f is said to be consistent (relative to "-r") íf.f æeZ
then rsÊ2. This is exactly what Ehe condition (a) etatee" But T ie
consistent. Let T'=T, then T' satiefies the condition (a).
Q)
25

Suppose

that

10.-+p)

EinÈikka (1973), po

e

T but rocÉ T and

-é

Pér.

But (ot+p)'hrties

-,

d.ez

11. In chapter 0, I define the conditione of a rnodel

in regpect to tt*tt raÈher thgn ttvtt and
75

tr&.rt

or þ€-2. Hence, one can construct T'as either T u¡ {-¿} or T v {p},
i¡ ("¡-.rp) e T. And rhe condirion (b) is earisf ied by T'.
(3) rf T is formulated in

QS, then

it

hae no name6, so Ëhe condition (c)

is vacuously satisfied by T. rf r is formulated in

QS

v a set of

nalnes' then we Esy ParaPhrase e11 namee as the contextual definitions

of definit,e descriptions ae deecribed in section 2, chapter 1. So let
T'=T, then T' saÈisfies the condition (d).
(4) rf T satisfies the conditione (a)-(c) of rhe definirion of m.s.,

rhen

T'=T.

It has

inductively that for any T, one can construct T' such that for
every wff C, T l-ot iff t' l- x"
been eho\ùn

r shall explain the philosophical significance of I Er¡8o The idea of
model eet can be traced back to Wittgenstein's picture theory, which I shall
Now

examine

in

Èhe

following

paragraph.

z.LZ A picture is a model of reality.
2.13L In a picture the elements of the picture are the
representatives of objecte.
2.14 [{hat constitutes a picture is that its element' ere
relat.ed to one another in a determinate way.
2.r5

fact that the eleuents of a picture are related to
one another in a determinate yray represente that things
The

are related to one another in the

same way.

Let us call this connexion of its elemente the gtructure

of the picture, and 1et us cart the possibirity of this
structure the pictorial form of the picÈure.
2'l5l

Pictorial form ie the possibility Ehat thingg are related
to one another in the Bame \ùay ee Èhe elemente of the
76

a

picture.

26

r shall int.erpreE a "picture" described by tr{ittgenstein
set of atomic Bentence6 formulated in QS additionally with a
names Ehat one-Lo-one roaPs onto

a8

a denumerable

eet of, denumerable

all individuale in a possible world.

a "picturett is isomorphic Ëo a possible world or a possible etale of

universe. so there is a bijection f which maps the eet of

elemente

Moreover,
Ehe

of

a

"picturefr onto a set of individuals in a poesible r¡orld euch that n(a¿ ) ie in
possible world if and only if p(f(a¿)) is in a ',picÈure.'r Therefore, a

a

t'picturett ia a complete state-description
of a poeaible world in the sense that
the structure and the identities of elements of a possible world are singled out
by the corresPonding "picture."27 rt is worth notice that the fixing of Ehe

identities of referents is done by inteneional rueane, i.e., names, r¡hich are not
available in a uodel, and that a 'tpicturetf is interpreted thie way ie actually
carnap-s state-descripËion. When coupared

with a etate-deecription or I
"picturertr a model 6et can be defined as a partial etate-deecription in the
sen8e that it does not single out one poasible world, but it epecifies,
rather,
a seE of possible worlds such that each of its elements satisfies all sent,ences
in a m's' Thie ie because a model 6et may be formulated in QS with no naues.
of (possible) individuals can be used for substitution of variablee
in m's' aa long as all eentences in m.s. are satisfied. rn short, r¡hereae a

Any donain

staLe-description corresPonde to only one possible world, m.s. coneisÈe of all
possible worlde which satisfy all sentencee in a m.s. Finally, each
element in
a m.s. may be considered as the denoÈatum of I'modelt'in the wider Benge.
26

WittgensÈein (1963). Since Wittgenstein mostly writee in numbered
paragraphs, it is more convenient Èo refer to theee numbera rather thau page
numbers.
27

Carnap (1947),

p.

9.
77

The philosophical significance

of distinguishing

between these t\uto 6eDses

of "model" is based on the fact that possible world is not a mathenatical
s¡ructure. A possible i+or1d in a m.s. and the actual world belong to Ehe same
ontological category. This is because a possible world, in Kripke's sense' is
nothing like some bizarre distant world, buÈ is merely a ttpossible etate (or

history) of the world."28 Hence quesËions which relate to a model in the wider
sense, and to the actual world, will concern objects belonging to the same
ontological category. There is, therefore, no longer any need to adopt
Pythagoreanism because a model

mat.hematical

in the wider

sense does

not refer

Eo a

structure. A possible world nay therefore be a ttserious rival" !o

the actual world. In the words of ilintikka,
What Montague and others have done

ie to replace the abetract

idea of a model in the sense of an arbitrary reinterpretation of
a part of our vocabulary by the realistically conceived notion of
a possible vrorld--a world considered as a serious rival to the

actual

one"

29

"Possible worlde'r in the above paragraph should not be interpreted

realistically as some rrrespectable entities in their

own

as

rightrrr as it is

done

by Lewis.30 Rather, a possible world should be considered as a possible Btate
of the world lshich is a ttserious" alternaEive to the actual world" It meane

that it

may replace

the rracÈual vrorldrr for us no\d as the actual world in the

fuÈure. For example, if we do not have a ready-made world, as PutnaEI argues,

then each possible world iu a m.e. is a serious candidaÈe for the ttnon-ready28

Kripke (1972),

2triotikka
30

p" 15.

(1975),

Lewie ( I973

),

p

.

114.

p. 85.
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nade Erorld'r

in the future.

rt ie importanE to real ize aL the philosophical level t.hat t'poseibl-e rsorld,,
ttstrongertt notion than ttmodel.tt
For exauple, two ieomorphic modele of a theory
are identical, which is a conseguence of the rsonorphism theorem (section

7,

chapter 0). But Èwo isonorphic possible worlds which satisfy all sentences in
Ehe same model set are uot identical. This is because a possibre
world in a

u's' is not thought of as some abstrâct structure which makee a theory true. so
r¿hen Putuam claims that one cannot "picktt out the inteuded
nodel e6ong nodels of
the same theory, he does not merely make a triviel logical point, aa some
critics clain'31 tt" argues, to the contrary, that every possibre world in
a
set is as probable as another on the basis of enpirical and theoretical
constraints, 80 we cannot say which poesible world in the m.e. is
the
model

intended

one' Henceforth, r shall
"possible modeltt
secLion

5:

to denote a model in the proper sense, and
to denote a possible world in a moder set.
uee "modelt'

Putnam-s model-theoretical

criticisn

o:f netaphvsical realism

Metaphysical realism is not a well-defiaed eet of philoeophical
doctrines.
Rather, it is a philosophical tendency. rn t'Modele and Realityr" putnam hae
attacked it from various standpoints. r shall only examine his
central argumen¡
due to the L-s theorem. First r shall examine the rnein elements
of metaphysical

realisn.

Churchland provides

Many suppoee

a starting point.

that, through ecientific research, the nind

concePtual proqress toward the goal

can ¡oake

of recouceiving the materiar world,
and the mind, in conceptual terme that do noË correspond at
last Èo the
true naËure of things-in-theuselves" Thie ie the hope of ecientific
realisro.
31

32

Pearce and RanËala (1982),

32churchland (1984),

P.

p" 44"

85.
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!ð

scientific realiem, in churchland's terminology, is
neÈaphysical realisu in our
language" r shalr single out three points in tbe above quotaËion.
(Rl) The marerial world is thing-in-itse1f,
or rhe woRLD.
(nz) rt is knov¡ab1e through scientific theories
as the reeurt of
scientific researches.
(n¡) our scienÈific knowledge of the tr{oRrD
progresses, i.e., r¡e know more
and more abouÈ the I{ORLD.

(Rl) is held by all forms of realiem (except putnam.e
eo-called ,,internal
realism," which is not rearism in any traditional sense).
For exampre,
Kantians' who are realists in the sen8e
that they hold that things-in-themselvee
exist though they are unknowable, will also accept (Rl). (ng)
ie more relevant
to the probrern of rationality of change in science.
putnam.s
Hence

anti-realist

is rnaialy targeted againet (R2), which is nothing but
a modern version
of Parmenides'presupposition. That is, we can knon
about the I.I'RLD through our
language. Noç¡ r sharr give an informal outrine
of putnam's argtrment.
argument

Generally speaking, the probrem of netaphysical
realien ie that a Èheory-s
"intendedtt meanings at the pre-theoretical stage are rrloet,,
after the theory is
formalized in a first-order predicate language. putnam
has shown that the
ttrevived"
"losst' cannot be
on the basis of the naËuralist principle (which
r
shall define shortly). This point may be put ae
fo110ws:
Eowever, when a scientific theory is foruarized,
alr tracee of
ttintended" meanings
vanish: the denotations of of nonrogical

in a formal language are sinply set-matbernatical
0bjects. . .
And if the metatheory is itself specified,
ite ontological etrength will
conEËan.8

Èo soEe extent determine which

entities âct as .denotata for terms of the
object language, and which model satiefies
ite senteo""r.33
At the outset, r shall point out two assumptione putnam,s
in
anti-realiet
80

argument. First, Putnam holds that model-theoreEical linguietic ontology is the

only legitimate one. That is, the ontological

in

QS should

commiEment.

formulaÈed

be explicated in model-theoret.ical eemantics. Tberefore, if

meLaphysical realism

is not tenable in model linguietic ontology, then by this

assumption, metaphysical realisn ie not tenable at all.
argued

of a theory

explicitly

røhy model

However, Putnau has

noË

linguistic ontology is the only legitirnaÈe

linguistic ontology. In sections 2 and 3 in the present chapter I

have argued

that model linguistic ontology is a plausible approach, altbough Ëhis
inply that it is the only legitimaÈe one. For exauple,
semantics may be considered as

it.s competiÈor.34

does not

Bunge's factual

Second, Putnam

explicitly

states that his anti-realist argument is applicable only to thoee rneÈaphysical

realiste
only

\ùho

also accept the naturalist principle. In

PuËnam'B rùordB,

ttit ie

Èhe 'moderate- posiËion (which

tries to avoid mysterious 'percepÈione' of
'mathematical objecte'while retaining the classical notion of truth) which is
in deep troubIe."35 lh" above mentioned naturalist principle may be formulated
as fo1lowe.
The

naturaliet principle

The epistemic

criteria to deteruine if a given enpirical theory is true

ere

operational and theoretical constrainÈe and nothing else.
I sha1l explain t.he rqeanings of rftheoretical coustraintstr and 'roperational
constrainÈs[ belon. Now I ehall point ouÈ two facts. First, in frModele

and

Reality,tt Putnam presents his argument for a case of set theory" That is, there

is no intended nodei for set theory, but the obvioue
argulnent
33

of

is that all scientific theories which are axiomatizable in

Pearce and Rantala

(1982), p. 41.

34¡,tnge ( f973), chapter 1.
35

consequence

Putnam

(r980), p.4.
8l

Putnam's
QS

have no

unique intended model. Second, my pre6entation of PuÈnam'e argument is quasi-

formal. This is unavoidable
metatheorem and, as sucho
concerned

is

because

it is

expressed

based on the L-S theoreu, r¿hich

in natural language.

Putnam

with the phitosophical iuplications of the L-S theorem,

Fro¡n

now Present

a

is nainly
only wit.h

noÈ

the logical ones. This is why it is not possible to fully fornalize
argument. I shall

is

putnam'e

the main body of Putnam'e anti-realist argument.

the discussion before, I have shown that (R2) ie the eeeential clain

of rnetaphysical realism. llence, the refutation of (R2) inplies the refutation
of netaphysical realism. Moreover, Putnam hag assumed that nodel linguistic
ontology is the only legitimate one. By this assumption, (n2) is equivalent to
the following claim:

(R2') Let T be any theory which is axiomatizable in QS. Let us assume
T is true. The knowledge which ie enbodied in T ie just rhe
description of a finite set of uodel(s).
inÈended

One

or

more

of them,

nodel(s) are identified with a fragnent(s) of rhe

Consequently, the claim

that there is,

ËhaË

the

I{ORI,D.

out, a finite class of
intended rnodel(s) is a necessary condition of (R2'). r shall use the
and can be eingled

abbreviation "DI" Èo refer Èo thie claim. ItDItr abbreviates the c1ain, ttthe

thesis of the determinancy of the intended model,tr

Putnam shorùe

that,

due to

the L-S theorem, DI is noË tenable on the basis of the naturaliet principle.
BuÈ DI is inplied by (R2), r¿hich is in turn irnplied by rnetaphysícal realism.
Therefore, the refutation of DI inplies the refutation of metaphysical realien.
See the following diagran.
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Theory
tt

+ rt s)'xobolizee ttepist.emically
justify"

I

Model-theoretical

t-æ
I

semanÈic

I

v
Set of possible
ttx-)Yrr staÈes ttY is
detenoined on the basis
r
or- 1,la

models

I .É__-

The

naturalist principle

I

v

Finite set of intended

models

From the above remarks, one may see Ëhat the

refutation of metaphysical

realism can be reduced Ëo Èhe refutation of DI. In the rest of thie section, I
shall show why DI is untenable due to the L-S theoreu. First, I shall define a
few new noËions.

Definition 2.I0
A Putnam structure

of a model set Z is

p=<pM.r

IUr+>.

pM

ie a set of

possible worlds pm¿, such Èbat every Bentence in E is satiefied in
pu¿ € PM. f is a valuarion funcrion from plr into
{1,0}. f (pnp=l

iff

Ilr. è(pmr)=O iff pmoé ru.
r shell eludicaËe Èhis definition further. Giveu any theory T, lre catr
always con'Èruct a model seE m.s. euch that for every wff a, T Þo¿ iff n.e. þ.{
(propositíon 2.2)- Thie m.s. rvill determine a Bet pH of posible
¡¿orlde such
pn." €.

thaE every wff in the ¡n.e. is satisfied in any possible world of pH.

Theee

possible v¡orlds are called'!possible models." I i" a valuation functiou which
uaps from PM into a gubset of PH. Thie subseË ie called IM. IM ie the eet of

all intended nodels or. a set of
Noç¡

such pm¿

for whichg(pnr)=l.

DI can be formalized as follo¡rs.

Definition 2. ll
DI is rhe ctain rhar ilfylfl & llul<efet-O). In narural language,
set of intended models ie finite but not empty.

I shall

no¡'r

return to theoretical and operational consÈraints.
83

Roughly

rhe

sPeaking, given a problem' a conatrainE to Ehia problem ie that which v¡ill rule

out some of Ehe possible ans$ters to the problem. In this particular casee the
problem will

be to deEermine the value of4(pr¿),

out some of the possible models of

PM

so the constrains are to ruLe

as intended models. The problem is

therefore hovr to determine an intended nodel or a finite set of intended nodele
of a m.s. on the basis of operational constraints and theoretical constrainte"
Putnam explaius briefly

vhat he rneaus by theoretical constraints.

First of all, the theoreËical constraintB

rùe have been speaking

of musE, in a naturaristic view, come from onry two Bources:
they must come from souething like hurnan decision or eonveution,
r¿haÈever the source of the f'naturalnegs[ of the decisiona or
conventions may be,

or from human experience,

36

In shorE, theoretical constraints consiet of convention

and human

experience" Convention is the choice of a conceptual framework in which a
theory is constructed. In Èhe consritution of the human mind there ie no
absolute guide for the choice of such a framework. Eowever, put.nam insiet,s that
Èhe choice is not totally arbitrary.37. Iluman experience does not refer
to
sense data, which are the Bource

of operational conetrainte, but refere rather
to Èhe general experience of nature, and the experience of tfdoing scienc".tr38
Putnau is quite vague on the naÈure of both conveution and human experience.
one may consider Èhese Ëheoretical constraints

to be sonething that reeults fron
arbiÈrary decieions and ttobjective canone of rationality.rt Ee etatee ¡rI do not
doubt that there are sone objecEive (if evolving) canona of rationality.t'3g
36

Purnam

(tsao), p.

5.

37tbid., p.9.
38

Ibid., p. 5.
39tbid., p. to.
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What is important here is that theoretical constraints, rshatever they are,

do

noE provide epistemic access to the world in a unique \ùay.
Putnam has defined the not ion of operaLional constraints for
a theory of

mathematical physics.

Definition
Let

MAG

2.L2

be a countable set

of physical

magnitudes which includee

all

that sentient beings in Ehis physical universe can actually
(it certainly seems plauaible thaÈ we cannot hope Ëo uessure

magnitudes
measure

more than a countable number

of physical magnitudea).

LeË op be the

"correcÈ" assignmenE of values; i.e., the assigument vlhich it actually
has at each rational sPace-time point. Then all the inforroation

'roperational consÈraints,' might give us . . . is coded into

0p.40

I shall turn to the central part of Putnam's argument. First, he
assuEes that the problem of ontological relativity in the
Quinean Bense does noË
exist (cf. appendix). That is, given a Èheory T, one can fix the references
Now

of

predicates in the observational language L by ostensive definitions.
More
exactly, if Lo={0,,...r04} ie a set of observational predicates. (L" is a
subset of MAG, which rânges over a set D of observable objects.)
Each obeervable object is denoted by a 4-dimeneional vector l"rrrrrBorBg). Then by

verbal

ltreans

(fatse) of

(..g., ostensive definitions),

each obeervable

object. rn

one deteruines which

putnam's words, ,,the

non_

of o, is true

. o . thing we shall

] given is a valuation (call it, once again, rrOprt) r¿hich assigne the
correct truth value Èo each n-place O-term . o ¡ on each n-tuple of elemente
of
S [or D in the language of this thesie] on which it is defined.,,4l
Baeed on
aBsume lae

the valuation 0P, one can consÈruct a non-verbal uodel [cf. section l] which is
40

rbid", PP. 5-6.

4lrb ia

.,

P. 12.
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assuued Eo be an

arithmetical

submodel

of

each possible model Þf of

r. rn symbols

Let M={D,R*} be a model of T. ¡1 ={Do,Rå} i6 an observable (non_verbal)
partial model of T iff (M) (Ino ) (ooe D & (p* ,1 ) =Ro*)
D.,

The idea

of

an observable nodel

.

of T is directly linked to the view of

the neo-Positivists. These philosophers atÈe4pted to ehow
that
theoretical concePts are fully or partially elininable. All
theoretical
Ramsey and

concepts

in

theories may be eli¡ninated by neans of the Rameey sentence.
According to Putnam, the Ramsey Tendency is a conviction
about eli¡ninability
some

of

theoretical concepËs. They are elininable as [they
come in batches or clumps.
[en¿] Each clump . . . is defined by a theory, in the sense
that all the models
of that theory which are standard on the obeervation terns
count ae inËended

models"'42 r

"hall sketch the Ransey sentence

plays in Putnam's argumeot.43
Definirion

and then explain

the role it

2.13

Let T=(v v¡) be a rheory, where
r={Ì ,...rpn } is a f inite set of
theoretical predicates. Let T* be the theory obtained from
T by the
second-order existential generalization on all p,
in T. Let ,ï¿ be the
variables ranged over the corresponding theoretical predicatee.
Then
the following staÈement in the second-order predicate Bysteme
is

called the Ramsay

sentence.

r:

(nl, ){u q)...(Eq )r(2,lfr,..., Tç).
From the above definition, lre see that Èhe Rameey
sentence ie applicable only to
a theory with a finite number of theoretical predicatee,
but tbie liuitation
does not concern ue

here. I{het is important is that putnam a88u!ne8 that
all
theoretical predicates are elininable in such I sense
that all observation
42
43

Ibid., p.
Cf.

14"

Tuomela (1973),

pp.

57-65,
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statements are t.rue iu T if and only if they are true in Tx. Ae mentioned
above, Putnam deliberately ignores the Quiuean problem

of ontological

relativity, so he grants thaE for every theory T there is a subtheory T, such
that v¡e have fixed the non-verbal nodel of Te. This ia a typical clain by later
positivists. For

example, Prze*ecki claims the

folrowiug: ttfamily Mr*

[a

finite set of observational models] has been determined without stipulating thaE
in ite modele certain seutences of Lo be true.tt44 Nov¿ Putnau argues that due to
the

LUrwenhei¡n-Skolem

model

theorem. even if vre aBBume that one can fix a non-verbal

for the observational Þârt of a theorv To-

for !.

I{hy?

it,

one

Btill cannot fix s nodel

to prove that both the theoretical constraints
and the operational constraints of a theory T do not single out the intended
model of T. thaÈ is, each possible nodel of T is not distinguiehable on the
To show

one hae

basis of Ehe theoretical constraints and the operational constraints of T. r
shall first deal with the theoretical conetraints.
PuÈnam

attempts to avoid boÈh 'tunbridled relativismrrt whicb denies the

possiblity of any trobjecËive rationalityrtt

and Platoniem, which poetulates ttgoue

of 'grasping concepts.''45 He ie placed in tbe difficult
position of explaining clearly what precisely theee tbeoretical constrainte
mysÈerioue facult,y

"t".46 I ehall neither criticize nor defend Putuam's notion of rationality
(cf. section 1, chapter 3); I shall rather restrict theoretical constrainEe

here
Èo

the choice of a conceptual framenork.

Definition

2.L4

Let T be a theory. The conceptual franenork of r ie a collection of
44

Prze*ecki ( f969), p. 43.
45Poto"r (1980), p. 10.

46

This is related to the problen of

epistenic juetification of
internal realism, which r shall discuss in section l, chapter 3.
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Èhe

putnam,e

methods, habirs

of thoughr, and actions \dhich satiefiee

Ehe

following

conditions:

(a) it is expressible in Ehe ueta-language of T;
(b) it determines certain åspecte of Ehe coustruction of a theory at
the pre-theoretical stage--for example, it prescribes rùhich of
the phenomena are counted as evidence;

(c) it ie social in character--that is, it is always held by a
ecientif ic cotn-unity.
Proposition 2.3

Let F be the frauework of a theory T. Based eolely on F, one cannot
deÈermine the intended nodel of T from the set of possible modele in

pM.

Proof
To determine

the intended model of r,

which are relevant

one must

explicate the parts of

F

to the deteruination of the intended mode1. There are

two a1Ëernativeg.
1

' There are uo parts in F t¡hich are sufficient to determine the intended
model of r" rf f. is the ca'e, then the proposition is proved"
(Putnam seens

to hold 1.47 r shall give a stronger proof that
we hold 2., the proposition is etilI true.)
2'

Aesume thaÈ

of r"

Then there are three atteruatives.

parts of F are not expressibre in the meta-ranguage of r.
For example, they are the pre-linguietic alrsreness of the WORLD
Theee

which is inexpreesible in witgengtein'e sen'e. so we have

episteuic accege to it.

ie
47

if

there are sone parts of F which are eufficient to determine

Èhe intended nodel

(a)

even

no

If 2.a ie the cage, then the proposition

proved.

Ibid.r pp.9-10.
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(b)

parts of F are expressible in the meta-language which is
purely extensional. Let T^ be Èhe theory r¿hicb axiomatizes theee
These

parts of F. But then T^ in turn neede to be interpreted in

a

model, and then t.here is the problem of deternining the intended

of r^, since L-s also applies to T^. sinilarly, if one
formulates the parts of F which determine the intended uodel of
model

T^

as T^^, L-s

still applies to T^^. since infinite regreeeion is
not permitted, sre can geueralize that the propoeition ie true in
the Iast member of the finite series (T,T^r...rT^....^). Therefore
the proposition is true if 2.b ie the caee.

(c)

parts of F are expreesible in the meta-language in which
intensional expressions are permitted. r have to show Èhat

These

inteneional language doee not provide any semantical

means

for

deternining the intended nodel t'over and ebove' the exteneional
one' otherwise the proposition will be false. For example, one

sinply stating rT refers to a
universe of particles of cardinality Alef-l.,f to show thie, o'e
may determine an intended noder by

has to assume the behaviouriat t,heory of language acquieition (Cf.

appendix). rn short, one learns the denoEations of ringuistic
expression by observation

of the linguieÈic behaviours of

language

userg. All linguistic expressione must be, in euch ¿t csge, in
principle .reducible to observation terms, which "can be taught
oetention, end whose application in each particular case

by

can

therefore be checked intersubjectiverr.'48 Eence, the intensional
expressione do not provide any eemantic linke betneen language
and
the world except if they are not paraphraeee of obeervationar
48

Quine

(f968), p.58.
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exPressions v¿hich are exteneional iu character. ThaË is, one can

determine the intended nodel in int.ensional language only if

one

csn determine the intended uodel in the extensional language. But
we have ehosred that one cannot determine Èhe intended nodel iu the

extensional language. Ilence Ëhe propoeition iÊ true íf. 2.c is the
case.

Therefore, for all the above caseg, one cannot deternine the intended nodel

of T on the baeia of the framel¿ork F of T.
Now r shall consider Èhe operational cotretraintg.

axiomaËizaÈion of some mathenatical pbysical theory.

Let a(T ) be the

Let

sP ={(sr,s,ra1r6r)!Br,8¿rsr,s. € R} be a set of 4-dimensional vectors al that

represent a set of spatio-t,emporal points, which denote observable objects in

the domain of T. Let
some

MAG

be a set of n-dimeueional vectors an r¿hich represent

quantity (e.g., the results of measurenents of velocity of a falling

object).

Then

oP={<af,a!>:ale sP a af eMAG> is a function which maps from

into ÌlAG. Thus

oP represents

sp

a set of operational constrainte,

Proposition 2.4

Let T(¡" ¿) be a theory, where the dornaia of.7 consisÈs of only sp and MAG.
Let T( ) ue t, i.e., the observational part of r. Let Mo be a model of

To. Let H be the model of T and assune Ëhat M is

an

aritbrneticsl exteneion

of Mo. Let P=(PM, IM,
constraints, or OP, one cannot

det,er¡oine which

of the poeeible

modele is

the intended nodel, i.e.r9(pm¿)=0, where prn¿€ pM.
Proof

tbat

cardinality n ie the intended model of T on the basie of
0P, i.e., there exieËe at least one element of op which ie in M* and not
Suppose

M^ of

other modele of T. By the L-S theorem, we know there ie an arithnetical
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of M" of cardinality -( n; and there ie au arithmetical extension
of Mo of cardinaliËy ), n. In oÈher words, there are modele of cardinality
submodel

oËher than

T',

and

n in which T is Erue. But T is

T'is true in

a uodel

only if

0P

assumed

to be the expansion of

is satisfied in this model.

That

is, the¡e is a model of cardinality other than n which eatiefiee 0P" It

iB

contradictory, hence one cannot single out the intended rnodel on the baeie

of the operational constrainEs of
Propositions 2.3

realism. Ile

anð,

concludes by

T.

2.4 consist of Putnams refutation of netaphyaical
ttl.lhat

eaying:

r

show

ie Èhat no matter what

oPerational and theoretical constraints our practice may impose on our uee of

a

infinitely nany differenE reference relations . .
which satisfy all of the constraints."49 P,rtorr'e argument Esy be criticized

ae

language, there are always

being irrelevant to ontological queetions; it was pointed out tha¡ he hgs

rather, the linitation of the firsÈ-order
theoriee

Bystem ae

ehown,

the language of scientific

.

All that

Putnam succeeds

moderate realisÈ may run

assumption thaE he

is

in showing, therefore, is that
into cardinality troublee

commitÈed

to theoriee

formurated in first order logic"

to be ¡nethodological rather

a

oD the

and conetraints

.the argument iteelf

Èhan overÈly

seeme

ontological in kind,

and

its relevance for ontological realism ie to appreci"t".50
It ie unclear v¡hat Peerce and Rantala

mean by rrmethodological" and

"onÈological.tt If they mean I'ontologicaltt in an Aristotelian sense, then I
shall have no quarrel with them. Putnam certainly doea not show that there is a
world independent of us, but rather that as far aa model linguistic ontology is
49

Putnam

(1983), p. ix.

5oPearce and Rantala (1982),

p.

43.

9I

concerned, there

is not way, due to the L-S Eheorem, Ëo deËermine the inÈended
model of a theory. Consequently, linguistic outology ae Quine originally
formulated it utterly fai1s" As mentioned in the previous eections,
Quine
himself later turned to model linguistic ontology. So the 'huniliation of

linguistic ontology" has reached its bottom.

which our theories refer. That is, knowledge

ie worthless

really

of that to
of R =(A(Tp)rDp> (definition 1.4)

We

becauee, given any theory Te, there are

have no idea

infinitely

many ontological

to wbich it refers. In short, Putnam ie concerned with problens of
linguistic ontology which are certainly methodological in the sense thaÈ Èhey

domains

are consequences of the choice of a particular language in ¡vhich a theory is
formulated. Therefore, if Pearce and Rantala use 'rmethodological'r and

"ontologicalr' in the sense in which I do, then l¡hat they eay ia true, but iÈ is
not a criticiem of Putnam'8 arguments against metaphysicar realism.
My reformulations

of

Putnam's argumente do have some serious

Iinitations.

First, the proof of the strong vereion of the L-s theorem (section 7,
chapter 0) requirea the axiou of choice. But, according to putnam, rrnone of
these [".g., intuitions, mathematical fertilityJ

that an equally eucceseful culture which

baeed

are so Btrong that we could

its nathematice on principles

incompatible with Ithe axiou of] choice . . . was irfational."5l
has been insufficienË evidence

say

either to accept or

Èo

There BÈil1

reject the axiom of

choice, and it is problematic if one should use it for any philosophical
argunent until its statue ie clarif ied. Ìforeover, the trunintendedtf modele of a
greaÈer cardinality than continuum are ueually treated ae irrelevaut
to phyeics.

This ie because nagnitudes in physical theorieg arec-¡ and continuun (cf. sectiou
3, chapter 0)' consequently, Putuam should only use the following weak
version

5l

Putnam (1980),

p,

g.
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of the L-S Èheorem in his argument"
Lösenhein-Skolern theorern (r¿eak vereion)

Let ã be a set of wff in QS. rf Z has a model, then it has a model of
cardinality rJ"
But using Ehe above L-s theorem, Putnam-g argument ie nuch weaker. This
is
because, unlike the stron8 L-S, Ehe weak L-S does not guarantee one can find

this

model

of cardinality cJ.

(The strong L-s guarantees

thie

becauee rre csn

always coustruct a submodel of a given nodel.) But Putnam is an anti-realist.

fect that a uodel cannot be constructed inplies that it does not
exisÈ' Therefore, the success of the construction of a model of cardinality
(the so-called non-standard model) of a theory is the necessary
condition for
the soundness of Putnam's argu'ent. rt is yet to be shown that one can
consEruct a non-8Èandard model of any Èheory.
Hence, Ëhe

second, given a theory, theoretical constraints and operational coneÈraints
may not be eufficient for the epistemic adeguacy of a
theory. 'r[o admit slso
intuition, concePtual clarity, problem eolving ability and the like ae evidence
need noÈ be incompatible

with 'noderate' realism in putnem.s eense.r,53
Especially if one considers scientific construction as a process of problen
eolving, then the very nature of the problens rnay inply that there is
an
model" But r shall not explore these nethods of determination of an
intended model, which may give an alternative ansrùer to putnam'g
anti-realistic
inEended

argument.

Third,

Putuam hae assumed

that

fixes the reference of Ëermg in a theory
ultinately on the basis of observations of linguietic behaviours (cf. 2.c of the
proof of proposition 2.3). This aesumption is very plausible
to the
one

behaviouristic-minded philosophere; however, it is not a universally
accepted
53

Pearce and Rantala (1982),

p.

44.
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claim in analytical philosophy" For example,

this claim, but insist that the reference of

Bunge and Tuomela do
Eerms

not accept

(especially theoretical

terms) in scientific theory is not necessarily fixed by enpirical re"ns.54
Section 6: The non-realist semanÈics

of non-realist senantics ie Èhat a v¿ell-formed fornula is
true if and only if iÈ is "validated" by a certain verification pro""d,rr".55
The main idea

consequently, t'the 'gap' between r¿ords and world, between our use of the

its 'objectsr' never appears."56 tn thie section, I shall briefly
Present a version of anti-realist sementics. Then I shall ehow why this
language and

semantics

is

not. a subject Ëo the

anti-realist

argumenÈ presented

iu

the

previous section.

not discussed non-realist semantice in detail. I shall briefly
sketch Rabinowicz'E normal nodel for non-realist (intuitioniet) semantics, which
Putnam has

will give us an idea of what non-realist semantics is like.57
Definition 2.L5
A normal model, M,

related to the

(a)

W

is a 4-tup1e

same s¡rmbols ueed

(WrE,RrV> (these eymbols

before),

are not

where

is a non-empty set"

rts elements (points) represent a knowledge eituation. Let v
54

Bunge (1973), chaprer

4; Tuonela (1973), chapter 6.
5trlnfike an institutioniat, Putnau regards Èhe basic unit of the
verification procedure to be the whole theory rather t.han a Bent,ence of

the

theory (Putnan [1980], p. 22). Therefore, strictly speaking, puÈnam will not
accept anti-realist seuantice aa I present it here.
56P,rtner (1980),
57

p.

Rabinowicz (1985),

22.

pp.

191-199.
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and

w be the points

of W.

Then w

is the

same

point as v iff

(1) the same infornation ie (can be) acquired
in both v
(2) the same wff are verified at boLh
v and w.
(b) E and R are dyadic relations on trI.

and w;

R={(vrw):v,w

6 !'} is the real accessibirity reraÈion, which
states that oDe can actually nove from v to w, given
the
infornation one has at v. E-{(v,w):vrw 6 W} ie the

epistemic

accessibility reration, which stateE that one can possibly
from v to w, given the informaËion one hag
8t vo

nove

(c) v is an assignment of subsets of ï{
to ato'ic eentences euch that
for any atomic wff and any vrw e. V(p)¡ if w
e Vþ) and,
V
(vrr¡) é E, Èhen v vþ). v is
€
the verification function which
maps the seÈ Iù into the set of kuowredge
situations in which
the

corresponding

wff are verified.

Given Èhe above normal model, one can
defiue the verifiability
sentence in the rrusuar' way. For exampre,
an atouic vttf
íe

of

a

7
verif iable ar y¡ in M iff v a Vþ)"
?ed¡) ia verif iable ar rrr in M
ítf /,4" and f, are borh verifiabre at w in M. The rore
the
ftverifiabilitytt prays
here is sinilar Èo tfsatisfaction,, in realisÈ
semantics. Then one can proceed to define ,rtruth,r
in terms of
"verifiability."
That ísrV ie true at w in M=¿ç for some
v eI{' (r¿rv)

€ R,

1* is verif iable at v in Èf .
The above PresentaÈion is very sketchy.
The iuportant question to ask ie
if the L-s theoreru applies to the intended M in
non-realiet semantics?
and

Logically, the answer is positive. This is sinpry
because the L_s theorem
applies to any model' However, the L-s theorem
does noË worry a non-realisÈ for
the following reasons.
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1. M in non-realist semanEics ie constructed in Ëerme of points (knoøledge
But points are essentially a subjecLive Btat,e which can be chauged
from mouent to monent. So there is no I'intended modelnt out there to which a

situatione).

sentence must refer.

2. IL is quite obvious that a human being can never
denumerably

infinite knowledge situations" In fact, the eubset of

(real accegsibiliEy relation) is defeined, is finite.
actually

have uore than

rnove an

infinite

number

of

W, on rEhich

No one csn expecL to

knowledge situatione.

thet Putnam's non-realist eemantice can be formalized if we
assume that a sentence (not the whole theory, aa Putnam suggests) is the basic
Novr we see

element

of verification. However, the price ie that the WORLD ie loet from

our

theories.
SecËion

7: Proxv functione and realisn

In this section, I shall ask the following queetion.

Doee Quine's proxy

function save a raetaphysical realist. from Putnam'e anti-realiet attack?
Quine introduces the notioa

of proxy function (definition 2.8) as the

criterion of ontological reductions
of reduction of
In his

domaine

becauee he attempts

of all theories to

to avoid the possiblity

denumerable ones by the L-S theorem.

own words, Quine BayB, "And so we end up saying,

in view of

the

Ltkenhein-Skolen theorem, Ehat. theories of any 6ort can, when true, be reduced

to theoriee of natural numbers."58 Quine ie not concerned r¡ith the problem of
realism here, but raEher he is concerned with the criterion of ontological

reduction.

Ee has men.Èioned three

alternative criteri".59

Definition 2.16
Let T be a theory. Let
58

Quine

(llz6), p.

59tbid., pp.

D be Èhe

2L4.

2L2-220.
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donain of r. Then there are Èhree

R

alternative criÈeria of onËological reduction.
(a) Let M=(D,R*) and M'=<D',R*>. D can be reduced to D'iff

every

røff is satisfied in M iff it is satigfied in M',

(b) D can be reduced to D' if
onro

one can specify a proxy function fro¡r

D

D' (cf ¿etinition 2.8).

(c) D can be reduced to D' iff

one can epecify an one-to-one function

from D*to D'.
Quine holde

alternative (b), rejects (a) as being too weak and (c) ae being

too strong. (c) ie too etrong because the L-S theorem ttdeclares a reduction of

all acceptable theoriee to
does

denumerable ontologie".'r60

(i) ie to

weak becauee

it

not allow the possibility of reducing the cardinality of any theory.

However, Quine ineiete the reduction

of the set of real

numbere R requires an

one-to-one proxy funcEion ttto provide distinct imagee of dieEinct real

numbers."6l In other worde, Quine requiree the stricter criterion (c) for the
reduction of R. The criterion of ontological reductione may be extended to the
issue of netaphysical realism. I shall assume that t¡¿o different models are

both intended onlv if both can be reduced to each other. Eence, the criteria of

ontological reductions are also the criteria for deternining the intended nodel
of a theory. If we treat the stricter criterion (c) aE one of the criteria of
deterrnining the intended model, we then have Èhe following propoeition.

Proposition 2.5

Let

M

of the cardinaliÈy n be the intended nodel of T. Let

M^ be a nodel

of T of the cerdinaliÈy m such that nÉ¡n" From proppoeitions 2.3
we know t.hat based on
60

Quine (1969),

6ltbi¿., p.

p.

solely Èheoretical

59"

61.
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and 2.4,

and operational constrainÈs, one

rule out M^ as a non-intended model. But by definition 0.11, if
l¡t l>lt"t^1, there is no injection from M to Èl^. Consequently, there is no

cannot

one-to-one proxy function from M onto
no one-t.o-oDe

M^, sinilarly, if lu^l>lul, Ehere is
Proxy function from M^ to M. Therefore, one can alwaye

elininate the unintended

model

of different cardinality from the class of

the intended ones by requiring a proxy function from the domain of

any

intended nodel onto the domain of another intended nodel to be one-to-one
roapping. That is, if M and H- are the intended models, then lul=ltt,l.
As a consequence of the above propositiou, netaphysical realien is tenable
at leaet to the class of isomorphic rnodele of T. If one further assumee that

partial observational nodel of T, then one can determine one
member from the clase of isomorphic nodels ae the intended noder.
rs it justifiable to include a one-Ëo-one proxy function in theee criteria?
one can specify the

T¡so reasons may be

given.

one can

justify thie inclusion either by the

naturalist principle or by some other epistenic priuciple. r eharl consider
only the former.
Proposition 2.6
A proxy function (consequentry an one-to-one proxy fuuction) is not
juetified as the criterion of deternining the intended nodel by the

naturalist principle.
Proof

rf a proxy function ie justified as Èhe criÈeriou of determining tbe
intended model by the uaturalist principle, then thie criterion is
justified by either ËheoreÈical constrainte or operationsl constrainÈs,

By

propositíone 2.2 and 2.3, both conetraints are not euficient Ëo dietinguish
tv¿o uodels of a theory. But by proposition 2.5, ,. proxy
functiou a'Bumeg

that two nodels of different cardinality are distinguiehable. Eence
cannot justify a proxy function as thie criterion by the naturaliet
98

one

principle.
As uentioued

in section 5, chapter l, the distinction

bet*reen

liaguiatic

ontology and ideology is tenable ouly if one rnakes tbe realist assulnption,
Moreover, this disEinction ie correcÈ only if for some donaine an one-to-one

proxy function ie justified ae the criterion of deternining the intended nodel.

If

one asaumes

that this distinction is correct, tben one can distinguish

between the ontological domain irnplied by a theory and what can be said about

this domain. Since a model of a theory is fornulated in language, it is only
the linguietic description of the ontological donain of the theory. But not
every two domaine having differenE cardinalities, which are out there and hence

are independeut of our theory, can be reduced to eacb other (".g, the donain of
two tigers caunot be reduced to the domain of three cats), even if a theory

can

be Ërue in tr¿o models r¡hich respectively consist of these two domaine. But thie
meane

that one-to-one proxy function is the criterion of determining

the

intended model. By proposition 2.6 and the above infornal proof, the

distinction

linguietic ontology and ideology is not expLained by the
naturaliet principle. In short, thie distinction and a proxy function are not
between

determined by the

naturalist principle unlese

one has already aesumed tbe

metaphysical realism. In other words, the requirement of an one-to-one proxy

function as tbe criterion of determination of Èbe intended model(s) does not
just ify metaphyeical realisn.

Appendix: Quine's thesis of outological relativitv

In tbis appendix I shall give a brief presentation of the Quinean doctrine
of ontological relativity.
Let Q be a field linguist. Q intende Èo determiae the reference of the
exPression "Gavagai"

in a radically different foreign

field experiments. In

each experiment, Q gives
99

to

language by

some

a eeries of

native speakere stimulue

condiEions, which relate to this expression" Each sË.imulue will induce

linguistic behaviours of these naËive speakers.

some

Suppoae Q has discovered

that

the stiruulus conditione +¡hicb prompt a naÈive speaker Eo the expression
"Gavagai" always co-occur v¿ith the presence

of a rabbit" NaturalIy, Q will

¡aake

the hypothesis tht 'rGavagai" refers to a rabbit. But ie thie hypothesia
necessarily true? Quine's answer is negative, as he argues tbat it is not

a

uatter of fact to determine the reference of an expression. For any set of
assents of a native speaker to an expressioa, one can always hypotheeize that

mere

this expression refere to

denumerably many referents,

ris:

tta s¡hole

rabbit ie

present when and only when an undetached part of a rabbit ie present; also when
and ouly when a ternporal stage

of a rabbit ie present.tt62

The problem that

is that the reference of ån oetensive definition presupposes a
background language in which the principle of individualization ie apecified. I
shal1 nolù 8taËe the Quinean thesie of ontolgoical relativity more rigorously.
Quine indicates

of ontological relativiÈv
Let I,I be a set of possible worlds. Each possible world repregents a
possible stimulus condition. Let f be e function napping W into a subset
of l{. Let this subset be Y" Y is the set of possible etimulue conditione
Quineau thesis

which pronpt the assent to some expression t €T, where T is a set of

expressions. Then the Quinean thesis of ontological relativity stateg
that: Y ie not sufficient Ëo deterruine a function ¡yhích maps T into a
domain

63

of referents.

Quine (f969),

p.

30.
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CHÀPTER

section l:

TIIREE: THE PRE-VERBA],

AI,JARENESS

oF TEE wOeET}

difficultv of putnam's internal realiem
After putting forlv-ard the anti-realiet argumeDËB agaioat realism,
The

putnam

atteEPts to consËrucE a positive docÈrine to retain a sense of ttobjectivityr¡
in
science and philosophy. rn this section r shall argue that putnam-s
internal
realism is not tenable becauee it is inconpatible with hie anti-realist
argument.

raternal realism ttis a human kind of realiem, a berief that
there is a fact
of the matter to what is rightly aseertible for ue, as opposed Ëo y¡hat is

rightly assertible fron the God's eye view so dear to the claesical rnetaphysical
realisE'rtl tht central goal of Putnam's internal realiem ie to avoid rrunbridled
relativism," in v.rhich'rtruth" is identified with justification, but
he r¡iehee to
maintain that the truth condition of a theory is not given as
corregpondence to
a world ¡vhich is independent of a theory. Putnam attempto
to achieve thie by
ProPosing the so-ca11ed idealization theory of truth. According to putnam,
Ebere are tvo cornersEones in this theory:

(t) ttrat truÈh ie

independent

of justification here and now,

but

of arl possibiriËy of justificatiou. To claíu
thaË a statemenË is true is to claim it courd be juetified; (z)
that truth is expected to be stabre, or rrco'.vergentr; if either
noË independenË

a

statement or ite negation could be justified, even if conditions

as ideal'as one could hope to uake them, there is not.
in Chinking of the ståtement as having a truth ,r"1r'r".2
r{rere

The

I

sense

prinary notion of an ideslízaÈion theory of truth is,,idealized

Putnam (1983),

2tbid., p.

p. xviii.

95.

t01

verificatioo procedure." First I shall

examine the notives

of the proposal of

such a notion.

that t'the justification conditione for
sentences are fixed once and for arI by a recursive definition.t'3 putnam argueg
furÈher that patterne of justification "change aB our total body of knowledge
According

to

Putnam, Dummett holde

it is not possible for ue to actually posseag euch etable
truth conditions. But, if truth conditions change a8 our knowledge alternates,
changes.t'4 Hence,

if truÈh is defined in terme of verification proceduree (cf. section 6,
chapter 2), then "truth'r is subject to total fluctuation. That is,
objectivity
and

is not retained in "truth.t' But Putnam ie eure that',truth,i mugt be obiective
to some degree. rn his own r¡orde, "r do not doubt that there are sone objective
(if evolving) canons of rationality."5 According to hin, eince we do noË
actually possess the fixed justification conditions or verification procedure,
but we are sure that justification conditione are objecÈive and stable (or
raEional) to sollte degree, we therefore bave to
just if ication condit ione.

aBsume

there are idealized

rs the notion "idealized justification conditions" tenable?
nega t

ive

1'

My answer ie

.

Putnam's

Dummett's

view.

criÈicisn of

DummetÈ

is

based on

rnieinterpretation of

following remarks by Dumrnett r¿ill juetify ny point:
uathematics progresses' so the relevant notion of a canonical proof
will
The

and hence the meanings

of our mathe¡oatical

staËements are always,

to

rt¿e

change,

some

degree, subject to fluctuation."6 canonical proofs for Dummett
are nothing but
3

Ibid., p.
4tbid., p.

5

85.
g5.

Putnam (1980),

6P,rtnam

p. I0"

(Lg77), p. 402.
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verification procedures r¿hich are the basie of verification conditions.
ie a mental construction rather than a roforual proof in any
formalized theory."7 Given a mathematical coûjecture, ite canonical proof is

Canonical proof

the mental activity which con6titutes our "understanding'r of it.

It is not

the

"proof" vrhich is published in the journal. It ie noE neceseary for ua to
examine what

intuitionists

one does not need

objectivity of

rnean by "understanding"rr The

important point is that

to adopt the idealized justification conditions to retain

tttruÈhtt unless one åssurtres a

kind of rationalien.

the

PuËnam assumee

Ehat if one cannot justify the objectivity of Eruth on Bome abeolute ground,

due, for example, to the idealized justification conditions, then one will fal1

into unbridled relativism. In this case, Putnam is a "prieoner of rationaliem."
That is, knowledge is either fully justified or fully unjustified, wiÈh no other
alternativee" But then a Platonic realist may argue t,hat theee idealized
justification conditions should be justified in terme of metaphysical grounds.
That is, a sentence of a theory can be true in sorne objective Bense because it
describes a state of affairs of en objective world.

2. I have

shown Èhat one does

not need the idealized juetification

conditions to argue in favor of the objectivity of truth uuless one assumes the
above mentioned

rationalisEic false dilenrna. Moreover, Putnam's idealized

justification condiÈions are not even justified by his
i.e., the naturalist principle. Since

Èhe

own epistemic etendard,

idealized justification conditione

are by definition not actually possessed by us, no experience can verify it or

reject it.

The most plausible way

justification conditions is

to epistenically "justify" the idealized

Èo include some rrraËionalistic

principle"

stipulates the idealized justification conditione in the Èheoretical

Ibid., p.390.
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which

cons¡raints, as Putnam is, after all, a kind of rationalist rather Lhan a

faiLhful naturalist. In fact, he has argued that philosophy cannot be fully
naEural ízed" We need some "first principle." Specifica11y, we are committed to
Ehere being sone

kind of truth,

sorne

kind of correctness r¿hich is subetantial

and not uerely "disquotational."S I{ence PuEnam hirnself holde a

belief, i.e.,

the conviction of objectivity of truth, srhicbtthas tot'be Ërue for

any

"rational" being. This belief does not need to be justified by the naturalist
principle. Then a metaphysical realist nay correctly ask PuEnam why the belief
of the external world cannot be justified siuilarly as PuEnam's otsn
justificaÈion of his belief of the objectivity of truËh? lhe metaphysical
realist

rnay argue Èhat.

the belief of the existence of the external world is

necessarily held by any rational being is sinilar to the belief of the

objectivity of truth. The latter is the netaphysical counterparÈ of the former"
There are no reasons why one should hold the

3.

Putnam has suggested Èhat

latter

and

reject the former.

the idealized justification conditions, like

the frictionless plane in physics, are constructed as the idealized linit

actual justificaÈion conditione. But Putnam deniee Ëreating the
unknonn

linit of model sets similar to Kant'e thing-in-iteelf,

finds thie idea is an attractive one. In
I

am

Putnam'g o!¿n worde:

even

if all atteupts to talk about it lead to antinomiee...

[nut,

I

deny

its

becauee one cannot
exieEence

philosophy.

of religion rather then rational

9

Putnau (1983),

9lbid., p.

talk about the tranecendent or

without paradox, one's attitude to it

p"

246.

226.
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as the

even tbough he

not incliued to scoff at the idea of a nounenal ground...

perhaps, be the concern

I

I{ORLD

of

even

muot,

-

cånno

I

end

t

be

this

secEion

with the conclusion that

putna¡n's

internal

reaLism

justified by the naruralist principle.

Sectiou 2: Is anti-realiet semantics iustified?

In the last section, I
untenable.

Now

ie related to

have argued

that

I shall criticíze a drawback

puLnan -e

internal realism is
in his anti-realist semantice BThich

inetrumenËalism.

If one examines

anti-realist semantics, its einilarity with
inetrumentalism ie quite striking (cf. section 4, chapter l). Both viewe clain
thaE a scientific theory has no reference. Both point out that one of the
uain
taske of science is Ëo accomodate the enpirical constrainte,lo Soue of the
PuËnam's

criticisms of instrumentalism can be easily extended to putnam's anti-realiet
position. The inportant queetion is the following: can one accept the
conclusion of his anti-realist argument witbout accepting his anti-realiet
semanËics? My anewer is positive.

rn the last chapter r sketched the anti-realist (intuitionist)

semantics

constructed by Rabinowicz. The domain of a nodel in thie semantice consiste of
Points rshich repre8ent knowledge situation. If one assurnes that putnam adopts

this specific anÈi-realist semantice, then the crucial queetion is if these
knowledge situations have ontological import. As Putnam hinself points
out,
l0

rt is less oisleading

Èo

carl

putnam'e view an

r,&gfc.rence

view.,t

This is because histo,rically realisn is ueually understood as an opposition to

idealisrn'

Putnam, hovever, rejecÈs any metaphysical viev¿ r,¡hich

scienÈific

Eheory

clains that

a

refers to sone domain which is independent of a theory. But
such a domain may consisÈ, for example, of our mental eËates. Hence putnam,g

anti-realist criticisns aPply Èo soroe versions of idealisu
subjecÈivisn.
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such ae Mach-s

sense-data language

is de facto unjustified.ll

That is, these knowledge

siluations are formulated in Ëhings language. But the very uBe of language
still comuits one to reference. For example, the real truth condition of che
velocity of the object x falls y Eeters per second" iuplies ¡he
existence of the objecÈ x. Eence Putnam faces a predicament. On the one hand,
stateúenË "The

his argument, if correct,

the trutb condition of a theory is based on
a verification procedure rather than the correspotrdence to the I{ORLD. On the
shows thaÈ

other hand, the very stetement which is verified has ontological inport.
one solve this dilemma?

Can

To solve iÈ, I shall re-state the conclueion of Putnam'e anËi-realist

argunent' Assuming the naturalist principle, one cannot determine the intended
uodel. Hence, netaphysical realiem is unËenable. In other words, putnam has

that scientific theories do not refer to the I{ORLD. But this doeg not
imprv that scienÈif ic theoriee do not refer to anv domain. -rr;;;
believe thaÈ his anti-realist argument inplies anti-realiet semautics? This ie
because Putnarn assumes that there is no otber way for one to have epistemic
access to the WORLD" My point can be clarified by introducing Ruesell'e
classification of three grouPs of philosophers on the relation between language
shown

and

non-linguistic facts.
Russell has divided philosophers into three groups on the relation betr¡een

language and

A.

non-linguistic

Those who

knowledge.

infer properties of the world fron properties of

language. Theee åre a very distinguished party; they include
Parmenides, Plato, spinoza, Liebniz, Heger, and Bradley.

B.

lt

Those who mainEain Lhat knowredge

Putnam (1979)r

pp.

19-20.
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is only of worde. Among

Èhese are the Noninalists and some of the Logical PositivisEe.

Those who maintain that there ie knowledge not expresBible in

C.

røords, and use words to tell us lùhat this knowledge ie.

include the mystics, Bergson and Wittgenstein; .

If

Putnam's

tenable.

ThaË

anti-realist

argumenE

These

.I2

is sound, then alternative A. ie

not

is, there are Do exEra-linguistic facte to rdhich theories refer.

(In otber words,

Parmenides' preeupposition

Russell'e classification, one still

is untenable.) But, according to

has two alternativee. Putnam rejects C.

being "an unhelpful episternology and almost certainly bad science ae wel].tt
However, ae

I have

shoÍrn

in section 1, Putnam's internal realiem is

aB

r3

aleo

unjustified on the baeis of the naturalist principle. Eence, not everything
which is unjustified by the naturalist principle should be rejected at the

outset (by Putnam at least).
beÈween

One needs soue

further

argument Ëo rnake the choice

B. and C" In the next secËion, I shall Buggest the reasons why C. is

a

plausible vier¡.
Section 3: The

I.IORLD

as Ëhe inexplicable

In this section, I shall suggest an alternaÈive view to anti-realist
semantics. That is, the
avtare

of the

I{ORLD

WORLD

plays no role inside a theory. But ¡ve ere still

outside a theory. There is one point I shall clarify at the

outset.
My

view is not PlaËonic realisn in Putnam'B senoe, for a Platonie¿ holde

that our direct intuition of the WORLD "fixee" Èhe intended rnodel of a theory.
I only claim that we have a pre-linguistic atrarenees of the WORLD. My view is
very close t.o the so-called mysticisrn of WitÈgenstein. I'There are, indeed,
L2

p. 246.
13P,rtn"r (1980), p. 14.
Russell ( 1940),
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things that cannot be put into v¡ords. They nake themselves manifest. They are
what is rnystical."l4 I sha1l suggest that the

I,IORLD

is

one

of

Èhese things

which are'knorøn" in a non-linguistic way. In the eyes of many analytical

philosophers, Ehe mystical view presented here is ridiculous. I shall argue that

this is

noÈ

th"

"""".15

Let us assume that

is the canonical language. In QS, the most
distinguishable features are quantifiera, i.e., (rx) and (x). Eovr do we
understand thern?
More

QS

I eball

assume

that we understand them in the way \"e uee them.

precisely, we uuderstand them through the whole process of using

theee

expressions. This process is ca1led a ttlanguage-gamett by Iùittgeo"t"io.l6
Brand puts

it, t'If I understand

Èhe meaning

of a ruord then I

Ae

underetand

precisely the role which it plays in the language."l7 In the caee of
quantifiers in a first-order system, Èhis language-game can be understood in the
precise game-theoretical ,"or".18 The basic idea of the game-theoretical
interpreÈation of quantifiers is a game between the ueer of the quantifiers

Nature. In each round of the gane, a wff S is given to the player,
choose one

or

of a given

more rnenber

domain D as the value

15

Wittgenstein (1963),
My

ended

the

116.522.

human being does have

a non-linguistic anareness of the

I.¡ORLD.

I agree with Q¡¡en6'version of Arietotelian metaphysics except that this

non-linguietic awareness can be "manifestedil in WitÈgenstein's sense, but
be expressed in a linguistic way.

tftlittg".tstein (1968),
T7

if

view may be called "myst.icismrtt if one rùishee. I am a rnystic only in

the sense that a
Hence,

who must

of the variablee of

S. Assuning the truth of an aEomic statement is given, the game is
I4

and

Brand (1979),

I8u

#7.

p. tI2.

int ikka ( L97 Ð,

p

.

63 .
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cannot

given S is reduced to an atomic v¿ff ¡shich is Ehen either true or falae. If it

is trueo the player wins the round (it is, however, incorrecË to eay that l{aEure
loses). If thie atomic formula is false, the player losee. I shal1 now define
the semantic gane more rigorously by stating its rulee"

Definition of a

t9

semantic gane

Let S by any wff in QS" Let D be a dornain of individuale" The truth
and f alsity of an atomic wf f , i.e., P(xrr...rxn)n ia given. Let
Nature and I be tbe only players. LeÈ G be the sentence whicb is played

the game at the monent. Each round of the gaue starte from G treated
as being a compound eentence and ends when G is reduced to its atomic
elemente.

(a) If

G

is an atomic wff, then I have won if

G

is true. If 6 is

false, I have loet.
(b) If

G

the

(c) If

is of the form S, v 52, then I

game

G

is continued with

is of

Èbe

and the game

(d) rf

G

respecÈ Eo

either S, or Sr, and

that which ie

choeen.

forn S, & S., then Nature chooees either

is continued with respect to that which ie

is of the forn

name,

chooee

(Ex)Gu,

Sn

or

Sr,

cboeen.

I choose a member of D. If it has no

I ehall assign it a name, Bay "n"tt

The gane

ie

continued

with respect to Go(n/x).
(e) If G is of the form (x)Gr, Nature likewise chooses a member of D.
(f) If G is of Ehe form .S, the game is continued wiEh reapect to I
with the rolee of the

Ëwo

players interchanged,

Definition of Èruth in same-theoretical semantice
A strategy of a player ie an algorighm to tell the player l¿hat to
t9

EinÈikka (1973), pp. 100-101 and (1982),

r09

p.

220.

do

rn every possible situation.
6trategy, no maËter
Assuming

is true iff I have a winning
what Nature does. Otherwise, s is false.

that the truth of

Then S

an atomic staternent

is defiaed in Tarskian

semantics, then there are more than one ninning straÈegies. For example, if one
assumes that a semantic gane is not characterized with complete
information, the
resultant semantics is not a classical one, but, rather the theory of finite

partly ordered quantifiers.20 In any case, however, strategy is determined
by
the rulee of the first-order language-gåme, These rulee are not enpirical but
they are a priori.

They determine Èhe way

of individuarizaËion and the
choosing of individuals as the values of the variablee. rn other
words, these
rules determine our activitv of searchins for and findine individuale.2l
Theee
rules are analogical to Kant-s transcendental forms, except Ëhe former are not
inevitabre"

we can abandon the

fireÈ-order language-gane and pray another one,
6ay a model language-game. rn Hintikka's words, \re can now explain
the exact
sense

of the clain that the I{0RLD is

inexpl icable

unknowable

(in the strict

eeuse) or

.

In particular,

we can now see

in what way the things in

themeelvee [the I{ORLD] cau be said Èo be unknowable merely
sense that in so far as tre are registering, recodiug,
or

in

the

tranemitting information about objects in first-order terme, rre
are inevitably considering these objects qua objecte of seeking
and finding.

22

rn I'Iittgenstein's
first-order
20
H
2

22
H

language-game there

int ikka (1982),

lR in r

ranguage, putnam has shown

ikta (1973),

is

no way

p. 223.
p. r19.

int ikka ít974)¡ pp. z0I-202.
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that as rong

for u6 to

as

we stay

in

a

eee the ¡sorld except througb

the rulee of this language-gaúe. That. ie, we have Èo seek and search

individuals acording to

Bome

determined st.raËegy. Figuratively epeaking, the

s¡orld is coloured with the lens of this strategy, or rqith the rulea of the
f

irst-order language-gane. Is there any vray to

may choose another language-garne,

anoÈher

stråtegy.

manifesÈed

initially

escape

this ¡rcolourationt'?

We

but Ehe world ie etill coloured by Èhe lene of

Hence, hov¡ can anything be manifested by

in a non-linguistic way. For example, children

itself?

do

It is

not learn language

through language, but rather learn it by observing others' overt

linguistic behaviours.

of these behaviours are epiatenically

The observations

prior to t.he 'rproductrf of iË, i.e., language. SLrictly speaking, we do not have
anv knowledge of the I,IORLD because knowledge in the strict sense presuppoaes
conceDÈualization. These observaÈions are more properly called ttpre-verbal
awåreneBg.tt

There is nothing "occultt' about Èhe pre-linguistic awarenees of the

I{ORLD.

In fact, in Quine's later writings, he recognizee the epiecenic priority of
pre-linguietic anareness .

the

Observationality of a Bentence consists in sheer concomitance
between verdicÈe and concurrent external eËimulatory
8o Í¡e can teach our observatíon senÈeBce8

"ittrations;
to a foreigner by

simple conditioning. Perhaps rre can euu Èhis up by saying that

observation, properly so ca11ed, is independent of language.23
Quine has

clearly stated that observatione in the etrict

sense are

prior to

Ianguage. Furt.her, Quine argues thie awarenegs consiste of the arùareness of the
WORLD. Quine calls this awareness ttperceptual onÈology.tf

r

now propo8e

to extend ideology

beyond the subject'e own verbal

linits, to cover inarticulate abilities to recognize
23

Quine (1984),

p.

293.
111

and

discriminaEe.

. rdeology so

consËrued may be carled

perceptual ideorogy, to mark both ite breadth and ite linits.
is broad in tranecending the subject's lexicon, if any, and

in treating only of his direct responses to present
stimulation" It accomodates dumb animals and remote aliene,

rË

ûårro&r

thus

supplying what vras found wanting in ny appear to varuee of

,r"ri"b1"".24

After
However,

one has learned language,

it

becomes impure

in the

thie

sense

arüareness

ie still

possessed by us.

that it is nixed with language.

Þly

claim is that one can still "remember" the pure pre-verbal
anareness. The taek
to remember it is r¡hac r{ittgenstein means by "manif estation.'
This pre-verbar alrarene's is at reast part of the elements
of l.,@!q!gg!,
or forms of 1ife.25 Lebensformen are that which are given to ue through nonlinguistic experience. rt is the ultimate non-linguietic baeie
of alr rulee of
a language-game. Lebensformen are that which one can be most certain
of. rn
I'Iittgenstein-s worde, ttwhat has to be accepted, the given,
ie--so one courd
say--É-or-qg of Iife.'f Further, 'tsere, the term 'language-game'
is meant to bring

into

prominence the

fact that the epeakins of

language

is part of an activity

or

of a form of life."26
Putnam'e

anti-realist conclusion is correct in the

sense

that

we canot say

anything about the W0RLD. However, the fact thaÈ we speak realistically
in
ordinary language indicates l¡e have Bome pre-verbar åwareness
of the world
24

Quine

( 1983

), p.

501

.

25

r do not clain that the behaviourieËic interpretation
of !&ns-f-orBen is
the mosL authentic one. For more details on thie subject, see
Gier (lggl),
chapter 1.
26

I,littgenstein (196g), p. 226.
LT2

independent of language. Hence Putnâm ie incorrect to deny auy kind of
awarenees of the WORLD, Ae he himself realízee, t't.here is einply no'ordinary
language'¡øord or shorL phrase ç¡hich refers to the theory-dependence of meaning
and truth."27

In this section, I

have given sone reasons r'rhy the

clain that there is pre-

linguistic avrareness of the I{ORLD is plausible. However, I have not atÈenpted
to juatify the claim here, as it would be beyond the scope of the thesie.

27

Putnam (1980),

pp. l0-ll,
I l3

CONCLUSION

of this thesis

atteûpt Èo link Quine's linguistic
ontology, model theory, and Putnam's recent criticiem of realism. The answer Eo
The main body

wa6 an

the main quesrion this thesis dealt with--hovr, if aE all, one can determine

Èhe

of the theory which is structurally identicel lsith some fragment or
aspect of the world (p. 2)--is a negative one. One cannot do that. Tberefore

unique uodel

the thesis of realisu cannot find its justification in the framenork of

linguistic ontology.
final chapter llas

to

direction for dealing with
the problem of realism. I have neit,her fully justified nor developed this new
The

inÈended

suggeet a ne!Í

direcEion here, and hence t.his nay 6erve only as a starting point. r will
conclude by pointing out the underlying rationale

for this

nevr

direction in

e

broader perspective. Long ago, Buddhist logicians distinguished between "the
one non-conceptual,

direct

apprehension by yogic

intuitíon Ivogipratvakea] and

the other conceptual-enpirical knowledge [vi inana]."1 Thie yogic intuition is

shat I calI "pre-verbal awareness." Most analytical philosophere hsve overemphasized conceptual knowledge

whilet ignoring pre-verbal awarenees.

6ne

exception is I.Iittgenstein, who realised that the foundation of human knowledge
does

not lie on conceptual reality, but rather on Bome non-verbal

awarenees.

According to l{ittgenstein, this aç¡areBesB is only "manif est.edrtt and cannot

be

described verbal,ly. I pointed out that thie awarenese is noÈ a Bupernatural

vision, but an "ordinaryt'experience of
Quine

hinself noted.2 It is best understood as non-verbal

communication

with the world. In this

sense may be seen as a product

1

r,¡hich even dumb anirnals are ardare,

Puhakka ( 1975)

2q,rine ( l934)

new

and bodily

direction, philosophy in the broad

of the manifeatation of non-verbal

.

.

114

aB

awarenss and

concePtual knowledge, which are not mutually
exclueive elements, but raEher are
inËerdependent. The study of this interdependency
should be a major

philosophical topic'

Therefore, from the broad perspective,
thía theeis is a
case study of Ehe mistakes that analytical
philosophers can make if they ignore
pre-verbal al¿areness .

rl)
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